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WEST CASES 
The Merence in case-findmg efficiency is FREE BOOK! For a 
dramatic. Ody from West Group - in any research lighthearted look at 
format you prefer. See the dfference for yourself. West e&tor;,al extras, 
Cd 1-800-757-9378 or visit westgi-oup.com ask f x  VJoFz Pig. 
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I N F O R M A T L O N  i K T E G R I T Y  
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B u s i n e s s  r e s e a r c h  j u s t  b e c a m e  a  w h o l e  l o t  e a s i e r  
Gain +ck and easy access :o accurate, up-to-date company =d 
industry i&ormation in a single comprehensive source wi<! 
Business & Company Resource Center. Featuring xmhoritative 
Thomson Financid Securities Data content, this diverse 
knowledge base indudes: 
Investextw (ASCII) reports 
* Con-,pxhensive financial overviews 
* Twenty raintire deiayed stock quotes 
Ccmpany performance ratings 
* Curren; investment ratings 
* First CAI consensus estimates 
CDMhrestnet insider buying and selling activity 
* CDPJSpectrum mzjor shareholders 
Financid raxios 
And more 
YOUR BEST SOURCE FOR 
DEPENDABLE BUSINESS INFORMATION 
Offer yoilr users the ideal business database &at ailows :hem 
to e%ciently research new career orjportunkies, business case 
smdies, competitive intelligence or gain easy access ro a wide 
variety of global business coverage. This comprehensive 
database provides valuable informztion on company profiles, 
industry rankings, products and brands, stock prices, 
corporate chronologies and histories, business journal news 
and anaiysis, and more. 
For more information on Business & Company Resowee 
Center, or to set up your free 30-day triai, mendon code 
GAD26300 when you call your Gale Group Representative 
ar i-800-877-GALE. Or, visi: us on the Web at 
www.gdegroup.com/BusinessRC. 
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C K h  Changes: 
M a t  Does the Future Hold for Information Professionals? 
The rate of chazge in today's market requires great flexibility and openness to new 
approaches, roles, and structures. Doug Church explains why information 
professionals need to look beyond tne management of content to encompass the 
changing bounds of the external market and internal orgmization structure. 
The Future of information Professionals: Seize the Day 
Sometimes we isnore the need to go forward because iiL is safe and comfortable right 
where we zre. Although being stationery may be comfy, you can become an easy 
target. Lucy Lettis urges information professionals to seize opportunities and work as 
business professionals. If we market our skills instea6 of hoard them-we won't 
need to worry about CIe future-we will be the fubre. 
Leaders of the Revolution 
Take this opportmity to meet your colleagues who wiil be honored h Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, USA, at SLA's annual conference for their outstanding contributions to 
the professioc. 
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The Perfect Tool 
I 
I for Reference Management 
- Frank d. Kohlbeeh, 
P h D .  Student, 
UCLA Schcei 0% ?ubIic Health 
- Patricia furpin, 
Dectoral Candidate 
School of Nurnhg; 
blniversity of Texas, Wustift 
Every project can be simpiified with the ProCite o9ers unique toois for grw~ping, 
right tools. Whenever the project calk for searching and sorting your refzrences. 
organizing references from a variety of Pius, the new tabbed inte&ce makes clzt-2 
data sources incisding internet libraries, access a cinch.Ycu have uniirnited databzse 
Procite'@ is the p e r k t  tool. capacity and can ijse up to 39 reference 
types with 45 Eel& per reference-one of 
Now with ProCite 5, you can search which l i n k  references to ilRbs or files. 
Internet libraries d:rect+. Perform a search 
on ?&Pled and Internet libraries 
worldwide to ceeate databases :n Procite 
:;lstandy. You can choose from 2 list of 
hundreds of Internet (Z39.50) hbrar~es 
such as the Library of Congress and 
tiniversrty libraries as well as subscriprion- 
based databases (e g.: OCLC, OVID, and 
SilverPlatter). 
You'ii never retype a reference- irst wth 
ProCite's power%! formatting tool. Yoli 
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see for yourself! 
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To Endings and New Beginninas -d 
"It's all over but the cheerim," they often say at the end of an exciting sports event. By the time 
you read this, my year as president of SLA will be nearly over, except for the cheering represented by 
our annual conference in Philadelphia. Cheering is one of the "C" words I proposed to you last year, 
when I assumed the presidenq, as a tool in creating the vake proposition for information profession- 
als and specialist librarians. 
Have you ever noticed how z. ioud noise, such as the cheering of a large group of people, draws the 
attention of casual passersby? No one can resist being curious. Let's make a loud noise, draw a big 
crowd, and, once we have their ~ttention, educate them in the reasons why we are ~aluable and essen- 
tial. We can do it in Philadelphia, or in tke chapters during the year. 
The awards and honors that will be presented to twenty-two deserving peers at the conference in 
Philadelphia a n  just one cause for cheering. Each of us has daily victories and makes contributions to 
our organizations. We don't often receive awards and honors, and we doc't uscally bother to create our 
own celebration, but we shocald. Share your victories with someone-ei&er in your organization or in 
the community of special librarians. join them in cheering. If you cheer loud enough, you might attract 
some curious unbelievers who need to understand what we are all about. 
Have you provided infornation resources that turned into a new contract or product for your com- 
pany or organization? Cheer for your role in that victory by doing a short story about it on your library 
web site, on the corporate intranet. or elsewhere. Storytelling is one of the most effective ways of com- 
municating. And effective cornmimication is another one of the "C" words that should be our constant 
weapons in the battle to create our value proposition. Create a new partnership with a person or unit of 
your organization. Focus on collaborating with an unlikely partner, but one who will strengthen your 
abiiity to do your jcb better or who will contribute to an enhanced perception of your x~alue. Celebrate 
the new partnership with a loild symbolic cheer of some kind, announcing the liaison and the success- 
es it has produced. Others may begin to see the value in partnering with you. 
Chutzpah!-tine find "C" word in niy list. It will take chutzpah, nerve, mcxie, seif-assurance, or whatev- 
er term you feel most comforkble with, to communicate effectively, to pubiicke your competencies, to ex- 
plore your creative side, to make ccllaborations that wiIl strengthen what you do, to reinforce the culture 
that is SLA, and to allow you to cheer out ioud when something you have accomplished has made a signifi- 
cant difference. Chutzpah is not a trait to avoid, but to be cultivated. Don't kid yourself Ciat it is unprofes- 
sional, or that "nice girls don't do &at." One of my favorite business books in the past decade was Why 
Good Girk Don't Get Ahead but Gutsy Girk Do by Kate White. Gutsy girls, m d  guys, don't hesitzte to turn 
on the chutzpah when it is in tkeir best interest to be frrm, aggressive, and a self-assured self-promoter. 
The final act In the transfer of office from one SLA president to another may go relatively unnoticed, 
even though it is a strong link in o x  culture. Presentation of a gavel at the annual business meeting is 
the traditional signal of transfer. The gavel, however, is newly created fc: each new president-shiny, 
engraved, a keepsake. At the dosixg gala, the new president is given a chain of office, .LO wear for just 
one year and then pass along to his or her successor. There is continuity synbolized by the chain. All 
presidents take office dedicated .LO carrying SLA into a strong future. I hope that. in some small way, I 
have carried out the pledge that 1 made to myself last year in Minneapolis-to make a difference. 
Thank you for allowing me to work with you for a year as your president. I plan to be around for sev- 
era! years to come, working to enhance the perception of the value of information professionals. Please 
join me. The best is yet to come. 
Susan DiMattia 
President, SLA 
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hqdrew Co-edits 8ook 
Paige Andrew, maps caa- 
ioger and acting head of the Se- 
rids Depanent at the Pennsyi- 
vania State University Libraries, 
recently co-edited M ~ p s  and Re- 
lated Cartographic fdwtmkb: 
Cakalogiaag, fiassflcadbn and 
Bibliogqhic Cunlrol, a carto- 
graphic materids cataloging 
work published by The Haviortk 
Press, Inc, T!e @&Zion, a 
bound monograyh that compiles 
the two 1999 issues of Catdog- 
ing 6? Qa.x@cahbn Qumer&, 
includes all articles from the twc 
journal issues; a "crosswaW ta- 
bie between QCLC, MARC 21, 
and =IN: and a list of IURC 
tags for carogaphic materials. 
This comprehensive work fea- 
k re s  several "how to" artides 
on catakging sheet maps, 
gobes, and o'lizer cartographic 
i tem; artides on retrospective 
conversion 3f map colkctions, 
internationa! mezdata dearing- 
houses, dassificatioc schemes, 
subject analysis, and o&er top- 
ics; plus an explanation of how 
maps are organized and mta- 
ioged in archives. Andrew au- 
',i?ored two of tlx asides-one 
on cataloging contemporary at- 
lases and one on a retrospec- 
eive conversion survey tech- 
nique. Andrew is an active 
member and past chair of 
SZRs Geography and Ma2s Di- 
vision, as well as past presi- 
dent of SLKs Central Pencsyl- 
vania Chapter. 
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best" in die reference category. tomer service, acd ar. un- 
Libra;ySpot.com is an award matched book invventoy d r a m  
wincing 24-hour virtual library from the world's largest net- 
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about anyone expigring the web S~eFji,C?s 
for v;lluabIe research infcrma- SeehMEDfi.ccm is helping 
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the search for top-not& refer- tecinnolsgy wit3 5vo ne~7 ser- 
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line texts, Ebrxy information, - p r c g m  &owing Iibraries tc 
encyclopedias and m c h  more. purchase books oniine tit ddis- 
comnted prices, and the "Book 
2 ';  ! ""rp5"3;7.C0r? :,L,~: :[ ,, 3 A L : : :  Brrwse~," an onsite kiosk 
[-ai::nehej : which allows librav patrons to 
A new company focused on buy hooks and receive timely 
meeting the needs sf Ebrzians infom~tion about tile book 
a: the nation's colleges and uci- wor1.d. Libray personnel may 
versities for used, rare, ont-of- dlcose a ~ 8 :  range cf 
print and antiqrra$zn books, is . refereme texts and educationas 
opened for Susiness at volrrmes a h g  with new releas- 
2lncb"Lhman.con~ The site in- es, audio books and self-pu5- 
ciudes the inventories of more Iished works that are not avail- 
5can 2,505 wed-book deders abie fkroug!! major ciish!bctcrs. 
na&xwide, for a total 0~1ine - New orders may easzy be 
inventory cf more than ten mil- , $aced online, and in the near 
Iior: &s. The site has been fst:irey records of pzst orders 
will also be accessible online. produced a report to Congwess 
Lr~raries receive an additional on the proposed closure of Na- 
seven percent discount off the tional Technical Informaeon 
already low prices offered by Service (NTIS). SLA supports 
SeekMEDfi.con":'s Internet - the cverall findings of the re- 
bookstore, SeekBOOEi.com. : port, which calls for careful 
Standard shipping is free on all consideration of the agency's 
orders wktkex purchashg one . role in preservation and dis- 
book or hundreds of tities. The , semination of scientific and 
company is a h  developing a technical information. Officials 
special library services section in Congress apparently are 
on it's SeeiiSOOlG.com internet : seeking more detailed infcrma-. 
bookstore web site. Library per- . tion on the exact costs of fulE11- 
scnnel rnay sip-up to preview ing NTIS's mission to the pub- 
and test the cew section before lic, so that alternatives for the 
it is oEicia3y released, or re- short-term may be considered. 
ceive detailed inhmation about LJtimately, though, Congress 
See:NIEBM.corr~'s library ser- - must look at the iong-range is- 
vices Sy coritacting Frank sues of access to government 
Nici'loIs 5y phme at 1-941- i~formation across the spec- 
358-7200 ext. 235, or by e- trum, since NTIS is only a por- 
mail at frankn@seekbooks.com. . tion of this universe. If yon'd 
like to become hvolved more 
Gpdate 2- directly in the consultative pro- 
p;cpo;ed Ciosure cess with Congress, we need 
'-f \J tho  s L  ;\,m- y ! :.!. your help! Contact John Cros5y 
The G.S. N~tional Commis- . at SLA Internationd Headquar- 
sion of Libraries and Informa- ters at 1-202-939-3629 or at 
tion Scieme ~~wcv.ndis.gov has . john-c@sia.org. 
experience and expertise. 
Pitzer once served as the direc- 
5% SeifX3 ~ $ J G  !'.ie;fid tor of research for the Interna- 
D'recrg -5 tional Bridge, Tdnnel, and 
Wash:ngton. D.C., ~ p r i l  4, Turnpike Association in Wash- 
ZOCO-SLA sP~.s pieased to an- ington, D.C. He has also served 
nounce the addition of *Charles in similar capacities for QS&A 
Robert Pilze: III and Shew Research Q Strategy and The 
Icenhowcr to i's staff, As direc- Washington Post. He is a grad- 
tor of research, Pitzer will direct uate of West Virginia Universi- 
the associa5on's research activ- ty. Icenhower previously served 
ities thst relate to areas of com- as a marketing consultant for 
non concern to the profession organizations such as Ameri- 
and tke strztegic goals of the can University Inc. and Gold- 
association. As director of mark Internaeionai Inc. Prior 
me~bersnip msrkethg, ken- to that, she was marketing 
hower wil oversee the associa- manager for the American In- 
tion's membersh:~ development stitute of Architects in Wash- 
and recruitment activities. ington, D.C. Icenhower holds a 
Bcth managers join the Bachelor's Degree from Ameri- 
SLA team with considerabie can University. 
I 
seamless lini<s. And we have invested in 
c o r n . n u ~ ~ t y  services s x h  as Ei Village' , 
BioMedNer" and Chev'iNeb, t o  offer 
d iscipllne-specific resources. Eiecrronic 
jourrlals: in context ar?d ar your frvgertips. 
Gur job is to  nake  youY worik easier 
For more informarion, contact 
new-elsevier@etsevier,com 
spsnssred by inmaga"~ 
Tuesday? June 13, 130 p.m. - 245 p.m. 
BLFiL1dD - 
Future of i%b-&xad Information Services 
Renee A. Mzssoild, KPMG LLF 
f i i s  session will give participants a view of the fore~s ted  %- 
ture of web-based services in the new business er,vironmenl; to in- 
formation professionz1s and their users. Speaker wili give an ana- 
lyst perspective of the technologies, strategies, and chalienges 
ahead. 
%:edafesdzy, Jane 14. 1:m p.m.- 215 p,m 
Gri%lea, Di$emg~a>,s in fr-&>r~y&ar: Epi>ac~:: 
$&der%tan&i~g EE Changrfig a? fb G3ms2 
Barbie E. Kei'se~; Directw Kathryn 19 Shelbjr Co&m Dois Libray, 
f ie College @rmurance 
In today's fast-paced. informtion fccused vv.or!d, t??e e<%cal use 
of information is becoming increasingly important. As an informa- 
tion professional, you can be a catalyst fo: z c;iticai conversation in 
a frequently overlooked aspect of work. This sessior: wig expiore 
some of the common ethics challenges fzcing information ~rofes- 
sionais, and examine how initiating an "ethics z~dit" can contri's- 
xte to fostering an ethicai infomation management envzviuonment 
thronghut your orgsnizaeion. 
Associafhn 
MQD&~, ]fun& 12, L:30 p.m.- 245 p.1EYr. 
Co?%#XiW?i~sir~ Learning, KrsawWge: 
-, 2 <$ Q p : - & ~ & y &  &'jzgg$$. 
&fDe Cgna, Ed.Pd. Managhg Directol; SDatefli. Learning lznd 
Developmen f ,  Special Librahes Association 
How can twenty-first cene;xy orga~zztions begin to create thdr 
most desired futures? By embracing ithe unIimited potectiai of to- 
day's three most imporZmt organization& core competencies: culti- 
vating communities, supporting iezrnicg and creathg knowledge 
As an information professional, you can play a :oie in developing 
these competencies within your organizztion, but or2y if you are 
willing to embrace a new way of thinkicg &out work. W i  yoc ac- 
cept that challenge7 If so, attend this session and be a part of 3 
powerfd coiiaboratkm! 
X~nday, Jane 12,3:iX, p.m. - 430 p,m, 
E$;~ea&.$r$ng $ks$c$:a:fig In9 ir3s;;.acr: 
Q$ $fifayy~>2f$r;n $e,-r/$c;23 rg $ 3 ~  %ntfar.i?. G:7" 
Frank Portzlga1, Cabtech, Inc. 
How can you show the vzlue of the selvices you provide to your 
organization? Eased oc a s&dy contracted by §LA, methodologies 
information professiocais can use tc show C?e vaiue Lley provide to 
the bottom line of t k i r  organizations, i ~ ,  the lacgxage of zpper- 
management, wiIi be discussed. 
Ta'rresdzy, Jrlne Is, 300 p.m - 415 p.m. 
S$-e~)a;n d i  j 
Philadeiphilz CQn_rrme Fhning C~nrnittee 
Catering to "cre~tives"-in Nike's case, apparel, footwezr, 
graphic, and equipme~l designer - means constsntfy piishing for 
the next levei. Cciven by tile nee6 to relocate, t5e Kike Eesign Li- 
brary tracsformeC nct only ks pbysicai appearance but also evolved 
its fxxtioaa1 description to include icspirationd responsibiIZies 
such as dispiays, exhibits, and a new speaker series. In this pre- 
sectation we'U show you how to Secome "Librzrian cf LIe SQrs". 
IYednesdzy, jiae B-c172:3s3 p . ~ .  - 4:W p.m. 
~ ' ~ 3 { < i i y 5 : y - ~  ;>'$f&: ~.~&: 
bane Dgsarf, Dysut I9 ]ones Associates 
ioin our Bis'Ling~ished pane! of experkxed iibrzry managers as 
they share new exciting, stimdatkg and useful ideas, p:o&~cts 
and sha;egies 51ey have gathered at &is year's conferecce. What's 
hot, ~7hat's not, whc's predicti~g what 'Lor the &hire, and more. A 
most interactive wrap q session not ' ~ c  be missed!! 
%r-3bay, lane 13, ;'SO p z . -  Z:3O p.m. 
;y>i<?$$~s>tu& f+~;p$?y$j ~ygj Fi?$&>e;%te, *. $ ~ g ~ p & & ~ { ~  .%''><;$' 
- >. J'zyv; zgtc>.q 
Stndards Committee 
Steve §chub, Americac Institute of Aeronautics and P.stronau- 
tics; join Kunze, DaXn Core MeZd.at3. 
When You're Not in 
"Conference Mode ... '5  
Major League Baseball's PhiadeIphia Phillies play host to the 
Florida Marlins in 2 National League Eastern Division clash. Mon 
day, June 32 through Wednesday, June 14. Ail games start at 7:35 
p.m. For tickets and information, call 1-2 15-463-1000 or visil 
ww.philiies corn, 
it's possible that Phiadelphia's pro basketball and hockey 
frmchis~s could be vying for their respective l eage  champion- 
ships while we re d l  in town. The NBA's Sixers and the NHL's 
Flyers are piaytyoff bound, and could be in the thick of title hunts 
come June. For Sixers information, call 1-215-339-7676 or visit 
www.sixers.cc;rr,. For Flyers information, call 1-215-336-2000 or 
visit tvww.$hiladelphiaflyers.com. 
Thea #fie 
The ~ ~ d e  hteil a An dqmoron?, a comedy written by and 
stzrri~g Robert Dubac. Starts Tuesday, June 6. 8:CO p.m. 6/6 
through 6/9; 2.30 p.m. and 8:OO p.m. on 6/10; 2:00 p.m. and 7:30 
p.m. on 1Y! 1. Meniam Theater, 230 S. Broad Street , Philadelphia. 
Telephone: 1-215-236- 2000. 
Prince Sigzafxre Musical Revival, Jur:e 10-25, except Mondays. 
8:00 p.m. Tuesdays through Saturdays; 3:OO p.m. on Sundays. 
Prince Bfusie 'Beater, Broad and Chestnut Streets, Philadelphia. 
Telephone: 1--215-569-9700, 
Pn-vai'e Eyes, June 1-25. 1812 Theater. For tickets and infoma- 
tion, call 1-215-592-9560. 
Into the Woo&, a mus id  by Stephen Sondheiii 6r James Lu- 
pke, Mqy I I - jme 11. Arden Theatre Company. For tickets and 
information, cdl 1-215-922-1 122 or visit www.ardentiieatre.org. 
Drink Me (or f ie Strange Case ofAlice lfmes Three), a mystey 
by Mary Fesgat Gail, May 24 through June 11. Wodd Premiere. In- 
teract Theatre C~mpany. For tickets and information, call 1-215- 
568-807;' or visit www.interacttheatre.org. 
Nagghfy Pdmetta, a musical, May 24 through June 25. Media 
Theatre for the Ferfsrming Arts. For tickets and information, czII 
1-610-566-4020 or visit wuvv.mediatheatre.com. 
Dim& Percehed Threcrts to the System, by jon Klein, May 5 
through june 1 i .  People's Light and Theatre Company. For 
tickets aod infkrmaticn, call 1-610-644-3500 or visit 
wwv.peoplesiight.org. 
Sideman, a drama by Warren Leight, May 26 through June 25. 
Philadelphia Theatre Company. For tickets and information, call 
1-215-568-1920 or visit u~w.phZ~heatreco.com. 
f ie  Be Nobody Know4 s musical by Gary tnJZiam Friehan, 
WiU Holt, E e f ~  Shap~xo, June 1 - June 18. Theatre Double. Far 
tickets and information, all 1-215-557-9421. 
d r~mat ic  Journal prke Iccrease. Efsevier 
Science wili share the  risks avld protect iibrary 
cilstowers by providing greater p : c e  stability. 
Our job is to  make yotlr work easier. 
For more ir?iormationj conract 
new-elsevier@elsevier.com 
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A few months ago, I visited the Saint Lotris Chapter of 
SLA and held a dialog with them on the future of the pro- 
fession m d  the iies that will bind it to SLA in the future. 
I toid a story during that meeting that resonated with 
mar,y in the audience. I share it with you now, not be- 
cause it is factually correct (as we learned that night via a 
guest from tne City Museum of Transportation), but be- 
cause it is humorous, thought-provoking, and 
darnit: I'm on deadline! 
well, 
This story is a look into the corporate nind that is 
very interesdng, educational, historical, at least partially 
true, and hysterical all at the same time: 
The 2.S. standard railroad gauge (width between the 
two rails) is 4 feet, 8.5 inches. That's an exceedirygly odd 
number. Why was that gauge used? Becawe that's the 
way they built them in England, and the U.S. railroads 
were h i l t  by English expatriates. Why did the English 
build them like that? Because the first rail Iines were 
built by the same people who built the pre-railroad tram- 
ways, and that's the gauge they used. 
Why did "they" use that gauge then? Because the 
For mote qfonnafion, people who built the tramways used the same jigs and 
contact tools that they used for building wagons which used that 
John Croshy wheel spacing. Okay! Why did the wagons have that par- 
Oohn-c@~lu orgj ticulzr 06d wheel spacing? Well, if they trieG to use any 
other spacing, the wagon wheels would break on some of 
the old, long distance roads in England, because that's 
the spacing of the wheeI ruts. 
So who built those old rutted roads? The frst long 
distance roads in Europe (and England) were built by Im- 
perial Rome for their legions. The roads have been used 
ever since. Ar~d the ruts in the roads? Roman war chari- 
ots first formed the initiai iuts, which everyone else had 
to match for fear of destroying their wagon wheels. Since 
the chariots were made for (or by) Imperial Rome, they 
were all alike in the matter of wheel spacing. The United 
States standard raiiroad gauge of 4 feet, 8.5 inches de- 
rives from the original specification for an Imperial Ro- 
man war chariot. 
Specifications and Surea~cracies live forever. So the 
next time you are handed a specification and wonder what 
horse's rear-end came up with it, you may be exactly right, 
bemse  the Imperial Roman war chariots were made just 
wide enough to accornmotIate the back ends of two war 
horses. Thus, we have the answer to the original question. 
Now the M s t  tc the story 
When we see a Space Shuttle sitting on its launch pad, 
there are two big booster rockets attached to the sides of 
the main fuel tank. These are solid rocket boosters, or 
SRBs. The SRBs are made by Thiokol at their factory in 
Utah. The engineers v~ho designed the SRBs might have 
preferred to make them a bit fatter, bat the SRBs had to 
be shipped by train from the factory to the launch site. 
The railroad line from the factory had to m through a 
tunnel in the mountains. The SRBs had to fit through 
that tunnel. The tunnel is sIi&dy wider than the railroad 
track, and the railroad track is about as wide as two 
horses' behinds. So, the major design feature of what is 
arguably the world's most advmced transportatior, sys- 
tem was determined over two thousand years ago by the 
width of a horse's rear end: 
There's a great message in this story: lust because 
something has always been done, said, cperated, per- 
formed, assessed, analyzed, evaluated, develcped, or 
created a certain way, never assume it is, aqd forever 
shall be, the best way. Old habits die hard, b ~ t  we should 
always seek to find a new path to success. 
Apologies to those m e ~ b e r s  of the Saint Louis Chap- 
ter who already have heard &is story once. But their 
reaction to it spurred me to share it with dl readers of 
Information Outlook? & 
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As huxan beings, we are given an extraordinary gift: ' each other), we give ourselves a Z ~ Q  geater Llance to 
The capacity Sic? change and grow thrmgh learning. We . be successFd as learners, as professionds, and as peoi?:;e 
are invited from the very beginning of our Eves ',o be a- ' over :he course of our lives. So kt 's now take a doser 
rious about tkx world around us, to ask nake an6 even bok at each cf these elements. 
foolish questions to a2vance t3e cause of our GWC uader- Intrinsic motivation In the wo3d oPwork, many of the 
~tandirig~ Tfx capscity to Iearn is a precious gift irideed, a reascns we choose to Iearn come from outside 3: SS, Our 
gift we must actively preserve. bosses tell us 5 a t  if we iearn, we nay 'ae f~vited to take 
In contrast to most of the xateriaI gifts we receive, om a rzew project, e m  a promtion, or receive a lager sd- 
however, o x  iearning gie deteriorates cniy if we faii to . q, taitmativeIy7 we nay  believe %at our %Jun to l e m  
use it t hughou t  our lives. Regular and active use WE vd I  contrihte to o x  becm2ng helevant, or worse, Q ~ S C -  
ensure that learning wiil remain zn enduring m d  integral lete. These extrksic motivatiocal factors may xake an h- 
p z t  of vd!o we x e  as peopie. The key? then, to sustaining . pact on us k the short tern, bnt C~ey are not what i e & ~  
orr learning from "cradk to grzve" is to aurtrare our gec- , &rive us to ' i em over time. hstead, we a x  moved by ocr 
sine commitment to Ieaming. own inZhsic motivztion fa: i ea r~z~g ,  by oijr desire tc 
I beiieve that a genuine commitmnt to learning is com- grow, 9 becoxe more tkaz we ever imr;@~ed we co$d be. 
For more idomation, p s " e  of five organic and d y r : a ~ i . ~ y  L~kreiated ele- C:x indvi&.& and deeply personal desire tc lexc is the 
contact ments-intrinsic motkition, energy, attention, 2uL~en'Licity weKspicg of our gemine ccmxitment t$ ieming, 
JefDe Cgnc an6 t ~ ~ s t .  By staying awsre of each of tk:ese dements of Energy At Cqe end. of each day, how much energy do 
0'e~51a,.ox,, OIL': i e a r ~ k g  conmitment (as weE as their reiatiocships to you have !eft? Well, if you're like xost people operzting 
Join Dottie :Moon of United 
Technologies to learn how 
competitive intelligence can help 
your organization\ leaders make 
better strategic choices, and 
position your infomation center 
as an essential player in creating 
your companqs fidt~dre! 
Wednesday, June 28,2008 
Want to Learn More? GEL?iNG ii:ORMATIO\ FRCFE55!04Ai j  X C O ~ F  IH3!S?ENSABLE innobar LEA3NikG 
Contact SLB's Strate@ Learning 
andDevelopment Center at  1-202-939-3679 
or send e-mail to 1eamingQsla.or~ 
in fne dernading New Economy, not mxfh. Energy is an increas- SLA Board Member and manager competitive in'tlligence for United 
ingly rare resource for today's hard-working professionals, and one . Technologies. In this serninar, you'll learn how competitive intelli- 
we steadfastly p tec t .  Stili, it is precisely this conserved energy . gence (CIj can help you contribute to strategic decision-making by 
that we must invest in ourselves in return for the generative fuels ' keeping your organization one step ahead of its competitors! You 
of unders~~ding ,  rowth, and inspiration derived from our own . won't want to miss this exciting learning opportunityi Seminar site 
iearnhg. Deep rr:eaningfzl Iearning can be physically draining, but: tuition is $145 for SLA members, $195 for non-members; invite as 
it "empowers" us to become Cqe people we want to be. zany people as you want to particip~te for one iow tuition! For more 
Attention The sheer velocity of life today m.akes it difficult to . kformation, please call us at 2021939-3679. To register, please call 
give our ~.nCivided attention to most of our daily activities. 'The : KRM Information Services at 1-808-775-7654, use seminar code 
growing challeage aof our work, the proliferation of communications SW601-0, and have your SLA member number available. 
tecbnologi.es, and the unrelenting need for action combine to place . For more information on these and other SLDC learning experi- 
a izeavy pzerniurn or, h ~ m a n  attention. Our fundamental distraction ences, please visit our web site at www.sla-iearnins.org. @. 
inpacts every aspect of our lives, including our learning. When we 
commit our focm s learning, however, we begin to locate another , 26 6 ! Call ~ O T  C ~ : S ~ S :  hare 'f%,!i. Kncwiecige 
part of our being that is more capable of reflection and deeper in- - ~ k h  lrifWTI2tic~ f?~fe5sb22k 
quiry. Our deep attention to learning creates room for all that is The Strategic Learning and Deveiopment Center invites informa- 
possi%e, instead of what is merely feasible. tion professionals and other interested persons to take advantage 
Trust 'E!e fins! core element of our genuine commitment tc - of a great Iearning opportunity by submitting a continuous educa- 
learning is trust. How much trust Co you place in yourself as a tion (CE) course proposal for consideration at S W s  92nd Annual 
learner? When you paxtkipaE in learning experiences with others, Conference in San Antonio, TX, USA June 9-14 2001. 
are you wi3ing to place yotlr t ~ s t  in your colleagues? The answers . The 2001 Call for Courses is an invitation to help information 
to these questions are critical to understanding your genuine corn- professionals create their most desired fuhxes Ck-ough iearning. Fa- 
mitment to learning. If you do not have tmst in yourself as a learn- . cilitators presenting a CE course for SLA, create a powerful learning 
er, you may come to iook at learning as a necessary evil instead of experience for themselves and thek audience. The 2001 Call for 
a c  essential gocd. If you x e  unable to trust other participants in Ccurses provides all of the information needed to prepare a CE 
the 1earc.ing process, learning may become a hollow and isolating course proposal. The deadline for submitting a proposal is September 
experience. le is in part through trust that we create the intricate 15, 2000. To receive a 2COl Call for Courses brochure, contact Teena 
web of relationships-wit:h ideas and concepts, with other learners, Whidey at teena@sla.org or visit wvvu7,sla-learning.org. & 
with facbitztcrs nf learning-thar makes learning possible. 
At this point, you may be wondering about the strength of your 
commitment to learning. I encourage you not to allcw the ecd of 
tiis artic!e to be the end of this important process of self-discovery 
Instead, look deeply at what it is about learning that moves you 
and consider how you can nurture your genuine commitment, Ask 
youself this question: What is learning like for me? Do not Emit 
yourself Lo explorkg at Iexning as an intellectual exercise; ccnsid- 
er its emotion& and physical dimensions as well. We hope you will 
shxe some of your reflections with us; e-mail us at 
learning@sla.org. We Iook forward to 'nearing from you: & 
Z;iJt?,&'j H G ~  in the S/JDC? 
~ , , ..-.~ 
-There's .St;;; i 
You stiIi have the opportunity to register for CE courses at S W s  
91s: Conference in Philadelphia! CE courses will be held on 
Saturday-Sunday1 june 10-1 1 and Thursday, june 15, 2000. More 
thzn th'rrty-Eve high-qdity courses will be offered, but many will 
se3 out, so don't delay your registration any longer! (A complete list- 
ing of CE courses is available as part of the PhiladeIphia ZOO0 Con- 
ference Planner, accessible via the SLA web site at www.sIa.org.) 
\/irtl;a! Semii?ar Anyogel 
On June 28, the SLSC wiI: present the first session in the 2000 
Virtual Seminar Series (formerly Real-Time Desktop Courses). The 
session, titied "I Know Wlat You Did Last Quarter: The Growing 
Vahe of Ccnpetitive InteEigence," features Mary G. "Dottie" Moon, 
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Information specialists work ic msiy different iibrary 
and information center envircnments. Wkether they work 
ic the corporate world or a special library the3 like ogler 
information professiocals, a n  forced to contend with tke 
exponential gowth of technology in ti7e wsriqlace. At 
California %heran University (CYC), an early embrace- 
ment of teshnoiogy ied to campus-wide ne%mki_ng and 
the transformation of the academic iharian to the aca- 
demic informatioc specidist, a position that incorporates 
traditional librariacship with tec!lmokq training for the 
caxp:ls commeity, 
Just as technology has crept into the stacks of the 
academic iibray, it is cow findhg its way into iehrre h d s  
and classrooms. This emergence of te6~nology in the 
ckmroom presents many issues. For example, how does 
one systematicaily train every studect with the s k i s  to 
use online infomation ret:ievd systems for resmch? 
How me  s o h a x  appIicatioe traixiag (eg., .%ai~osoft Of- 
fice) acd web page development find t??& way in@ the 
ciassroom curricukn? At C W ,  one amver to these ques- 
tions can be foucd 4e the len2r for Teaching azd Technol- 
ogy (CTT), w%Gi was funded by a C~lpeper Foundation 
Gra~t. This grant aIicwed for the fomxitioa of ti?e CTT lab 
and the genesis of a facuky-development program d e d  
Teaching, Technoiogy, acd Teamworq (TT) .
- -. j he ;earn Struc~upe;  / ,~ fgycat is~  
cpeciai.ists, Ptudegts, 2nd Faruitv 
u 
Within the TTT, a four-person tezq colla~orates an re- 
desiging a course tc inkgate tecifinolsgy into the clarriclr- 
I'm. %is team is comprised of a fzcuky xember? ir, iefor- 
mation specialist, a c  e(1:xaticnd techcoiogjst, and a s z -  
dent majcricg in ~uWmedia skidies. Ajl CLU faculty are 
invited to submit proposais that will effectively incorporate 
technology with a faculty member's & e a ~ y  s u ~ e s s k l  
teaching methods. Since the kception of this project, 
vLii& was presented at the 1-399 American Libray Asso- 
ciation's ancual cocference, f s e  projects have been a m -  
pieted in v x h  varied d isc iphs  as biology, computer sci- 
ence, education, accountbg, history, and religion. 
The information speciaiist on each team works to 
For more iig5matibn, identify information resources (print, electronic, and 
web-based) XI enrich come  materiais; counsd oe copy- 
right issues; a?d consul"; Vjith Learn members on desip, 
content, and training issues. Faculty revise the clrrr4cu:I:~m 
and oversee the design of ti3e project, t!e educatiocd tedn- 
nologist coordinates :he cr"r and Its nsources, a d  the 
stdents create the end p r o h a  u&g various appiications 
whicii they have learned tkro~~gh theiir coursevvmk. 
Every faaIty merr;ber brings a different s k i  set to the 
team-based coarse reCesign project. 'JnEke other tech- 
nology-to-c~rric-du~ projects, there is no resistance to 
chacge in pedagogy b e c a m  the projects are faculty- 
driven, Some faculty memjers have experience wit3 zs- 
ing technoiogy in tkeir curricuia already, while others 
are making their &st veature, Thrs disparity i r ~  technol- 
ogy experierce leads to a varied array of techcobgcai 
approaches and the zppiications used to carry then to 
fmition. in the cmrect model, the smdents are doing the 
majority osf the ia'sor-intensive development needed to 
compiete 5ie projects. Some revisions of carricula resuk 
ir: the creafioc of course-based web sites, wXle some 
are more lecture-drivea and cse appl:cations such as 
Microsoft PcwerPoict. 
. ; r . ~ ~ ; ~ ~ i s s : /  Dc .,/en 
- - J  . , ,  jl;.sjs 12 ;t,&ge i; ;yacaen 
I .  
Mcst coxrse re-desige projects tzke advantage of 
web-based techoioges. Web site course macagemenf, 
software is gaining popiriarity on ocr camFzrs tkrocgh 
the C T s  usage of WebCT. "WebCT combines state-of- 
the-art web application teckr:oiogy with educational 
coctent supplied by major pnbIishers or instructors 
tllemseives. The resuit is a %Iy irtegrated easy-to-use, 
web-based, [password protected] network learning en- 
vironmect, wi?ich offers instructors 2x2 students the 
azlity to ezsdy access and create content and interactive 
web-based learning experfences." Some of the ways that 
CLU facdcy members have used INebC'? iincorporate the 
product3 bail',-in functions for ckat discussion goups, 
private e-mail, course builetin boards, uploading of sta- 
dent projects and course doc~mects (syllabi, lectures, 
Microsoft PowerPoint preser,tZions, etc.), organiza%x 
of web links, grading toois, oeline timed. quiz formats, 
contact 
'VVhat's behind &s great business moment? 
When your intranet deiivers relevant facts to each persor, in your 
company, it becomes an essentiai businsss tool that inspires 
betrer decisions. That's why hundreds of companies woridwide 
rely on the ktianet soiutions from Factiva. 
Si;iid targeted knowledge centers, in a short period of time, with 
o x  ready-to-use tools. Sely on our roil-out team to Get :he most 
os: of your site's Iauxh. It's a compiete imanet integration 
soistion that delivers content from both Cow Jones ana Reuters. 
Ar?d ir's why, at Factiva, we're setting the industry standard. 
F!nd out more: contact www.iac:iva.con: 
Dow Jones & Reuters 
Is it t h e  for you to re-evaluate your 
insurance? Introducing the Specid 
Libraries Associdion fisuranee 
Program. Two new products now 
avaiiable to hdp y w  meet your needs, 
> Choose my dentist you want md 
lower your medic%% expenses with 
BeataPayTM. This dental inswarace can 
help keep you and youg f d y ' s  smiles 
bright and healthy. (DOCMI) 
> Reduce out-of-pocket expenses you 
or your family may incur due to 
haspitAiaation. Ow Hospital Indemnnrity 
Expense plan aEers daily benefits for 
hospital stays. Benefits are paid directly 
to the covered person m d  c m  be used 
hawever they see fit. @OC.#2) 
Quedons: Visit the Specid Libraries 
Association Web site at www.slaorg 
or order the appropriate Plan 
documents from our 24-hour Fax ooa 
Demand system at 1-888-678-6698. 
You may d s s  call our Customer 
Seavice Department at 1-800-749- 
6983, Monday through Friday, fmm 
St30 A35 to 6:OO BM, Eastern Tfmc 
Note: Not all plans available En dl states. 
. . 
and more. Typically, the type of interface Firewrks also helps novice web authors k 0 k i ~ 3  d i ; ~ \ : i ~ ~ d  '?:e H C i X C C  
and active learning er,vironment that We- - pay attention to the deZ& of Re  size and Many of the CL2 faculty who have yet to 
bCT emplys would require faculty to ac- browser limitations needed for seamless agply for a TTT project have been excited 
quire "webmaster" skills in HTbhL codhg web desig: and effective access. by the web sites a d  VJebCT-organized 
and CGI scripts. Since the majority of CLU - Dreamweaver is more of a we5 editor - courses s k y  have seen demonstrated. at 
faculty do not have these s k i s  at present, : and site management tool. Many web de- . f a c u i ~  mee5ngs. Across the campus com- 
WebCT has prsuided the campus with the . signers use Dreamweaver to develop dy- - munity, interest in obtaining trainkg and 
cutting edge, web-based applications and c a ~ i c  web sites, streamiine production, support for using WebCT and the Maxome- 
presentations that a technolsg-rich and enhance site efficiency. TTT m e ~ b e r s  dia appliations is high. Whether yoz work 
higiler education environxent. vdb are not hard-coding HTML authors at a nniversity ar as a solo Ii5rarkn for a 
In instances where WebCT is not the appreciate Dreamweaver's 'IVJISIWG inter- . coq?ora5on, getSng Ck users to embrace 
stand-alone vehicle for project dissemina- . face, server uploading moIs, and HTML m d  demand neiN technologies and training 
tion, other web-based multimedia publish- Quick Tag window editor. With aE of the . is Qical9y m e  of the main roadb1ocks 
ing toois are used. At CLU, our campus has tools that Dreamweaver offers to enhance which inforn1a5cn specialists have SLC over- 
adopted Macromedia applications, stii'r, as ease of production, only basic HTML au- - come. Zzis f ~ s t  hurdle has been dezed. 
Fireworks, Dreamweaver, and Director, for thoring skills are reqnired to produce a Clearly projects sirnilz to CLE's TH"T pro- 
the des ig~  of course web sites. Brief de- workable web site. g a m  will inspire kterest md. Iead ' ~ g  &e 
- 7 
scriptions sf these applications hdp to an- use of Macromedia's Erector 7' Shock- conpietion of successfu1 projess. 
derstand how they benefit the TTT pro- . wave Intercet Studio has heiped to prohce Eowever: the move toward integziting 
gram. Fireworks offers course designers some of the TTT's most dynamic web . techaobgy into csmpns ccrriculx presents 
the ability to create web sites that present projects. Director 7 is qui&@ becoming a new chailenges and concerns. For instance, 
information through image maps, image- ' standard bezer of web tools for creating how can we ensure that faculty contince to 
slicing, and Java enhancements such as and deEverLqg power% multimedia presen- update their TTT projects and, xore irnpor- 
roilovers, Web images created usicg Fire- tations for the internet. Directsr ailow de- tan?&, seek cut new, and possibiy more ef- 
works have a professiond qqudity featur- signs that effectiveiy combine gaphics, fective, tech?_coiogies that wili undoubtediy 
ing texture, shadows, and overlays sirnaar - sound, animation, text, and video to pro- - merge? As information speciaiists, we 
to those produced by Adobe Photoshop. , 5g.x high tech web venues. sometimes forget that we are in ',i?e unique 
position of consant1y lyooking at %e hori- 
P- : Scme ~oi?cer;?s 2nd zon of emerging trends in techncIo$es. 
1,- Lr a\J4//\/ba~!G Typidiy, tizis is not the roie of faculty, ex- 
With tizese dynamic tools ic piace, it cept for technaiagies particular to their dis- 
seems difEcuk to imagine drawbacks to ciplines. Having a proactive Center for 
using web-authoring products of this cali- - Teaching and Technology will be an impor- 
ber. However, the draw5acks come into B.nt step to ensuring the centianai growth 
play oc the Buman side of the creation and adoption sf technology in informa- 
process, since in mazy instances onIy one don-rich environmer~ts. The mx5-needed 
team member knows how to effectively next step is ts provide continua1 training 
use these new technologies. Under the for and communication with faculty about 
current mode1 CLU emFioys, the s ~ ~ d e n t  emerging techndogies that a n  assist <?em 
member of the team is responsible for the : :in tke dassroom. '&en canpuses and 
actual construction-and xuch of the de- businesses strive to meet this xodel, the 
sign-of Cze TTT projects. If they are not a'Ltainment of information Etersq- cannot 
already? they quickly become experts in be far behind. 
WebCT and the Macromedia applications. 
Some faculty merr,bers have expressed Aijth~f5 notes 
concern over this. They are worried that %is zzrtide is a f d o w - u ~  10 a poster 
in the future, when they wish to make - board session pnsezed at tile annud h e r -  
: changes to their prcjects or start new : ican Library Association conference hdd in 
ones, they will 39: have Cqe necessary - New O6ems in Jme of 1999. Por more h -  
skills to do so. The sludents do a Her- . forma5cn view the presen%tion o&e st: 
culean job of project design and construe- http://wvnlw.ciunet.ede/iss/lib/culpeg/ 
tion, but a sound plan to train facult)i - mIpepmair,.html 
m-0 with these new resonrces has not yet . ;fie Center for Teachizg and 'Fechnob~  
beer: adopted. This would be the logicai at CLU can be found ak htt2:il 
next step. wwvl~~ca~u6?erai?.edu/CTT/ & 
West Group and law librarians share in the increasing challenges 
of information management -constantly changing technology 
and growing demands on time and budgets. 
-Anne Ellis, Law Librarian and Director. 
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Dsvid Bowie . . . rock szr ,  artist. actor . . . is arg~zbly one of the xost mailezbk pop caItxre 5gsres oQ o x  t h e .  
He 3a.s migrzted from one generation to the next throiig?? unzbashed transformation or* ir, the words of his s3cg 
"Chmges", let time chmge him rati7e: t5zn change witt~ the times. As we begin the new millecnihlm, it is appro- 
priate :o reflect on the changes 5b.t izave occzrred in recent years, and to pick up en the hndamen%I lesson that 
David Bowie (like him or not) seems to have learned. 
Several years ago, rr,my information professionds and v e ~ d o ~ s  locked upm the internet as just another hr -  
mat for the delivey sf information, Ts locgtime users of online products, it wss vindicstioc of <?e vaiue CQey had 
seen in these services. fiowever, it has become evident &t the I~temet  is far more thar, anot5er fomat cr chac- 
ne1 fcr the delivery of information. 
To understand hour the Internet might affect the information in- 
dustry and information professionals, it is important to view it as 
both an enabler and a fundamental change to C%e business (and 
governmen9 emironment. The technology surrounding the Inter- 
net has  fa^ reaching implications for any organization and cannot 
be viewed as just another channel. Let me draw on an example: 
Ii-aditionab puBIisher YS, new age marketer ABC Publishing 
produces a CD-KQM product that contains the most extensive list of 
medical prodzcts (with reviews, price lists, etc.) in the world. The 
product is bought by hospital administrators and. independent phy- 
sicians. A start-up internet company, Intermed, then develops a 
new extranet se&ce for hospital administrators. The service con- 
tains a list of mdicd pro6ucts: directories of experts by specialty, a 
job posting service, a section with case studies on health care man- 
agement, and a current events service. In addition, the service con- 
tains interactive featmes that allow administrators to check the cur- 
rent price, ava&ibibiiity and delivery time of medical products with 
c0mpetin.g manufacturers; order products online directly from com- 
peting xanufacturers; post jobs and receive resumes; benchmark 
financial and operating statistics (e.g., bed utilization, in-out time); 
and receive czstamized news. Furthermore, the cowany is struc- 
tured by market, rather than by product. In other words, there is a 
manager and sdes force assigned to the hospital administrator 
market, rather than to specific products or applications. 
The valne offered by Intermed over ABC Publishing is very ap- 
parent, S:, why aren't more information companies moving quickly 
to 511 this void? The answer lies in Ituman nature and the dynam- 
ics of changing markets. For years, the publishing (information) 
industry has been driven by product-centric, editorial processes 
(e.g., to bring a book, magazine, CD-ROM, or other prodcct to 
market). In addition, it has managed products that are largely in- 
formation-based. To restructure on Cqe basis of markets, and to 
extend products beyond the realm of information, requires a huge 
leap. Not only do the people working in these companies have to 
reinvent their work processes and manner of thinking, the cornpa- 
nies themselves have to restructure along market lines. Further- 
more, they have to develop alliances to provide information and 
transaction-based services that are necessary pieces of the puzzle. 
In some cases, traditional competi:ors find that they each have 
different pieces of the puzzle (i.e., essential information products 
serving different needs), but are unwilling to forgo icng-standing 
rivalries for the sake of delivering a mafiet-centered product. 
What results is a service that bundles the proprietary information 
of a specific publisher, but does not necessarily deliver on the ide- 
al requirements of the end user. 
To go back to the example, a company like ABC Publishing may 
be encumbered by traditional industry bounds =d rivalries. On the 
other hand, a start-up like Interaed may be in a better position to 
negotiate with ABC Publishing and $3 traditional competitors in the 
publishing inchtry to obtain content pieces from different parties. 
Furthermore, without a history in the publishing industry, In~ermed 
empioyees think of their role along different lines. They seek to 
sewe fhe needs of a market, whether it is through infomation or 
transaction services, and develop skms on this basis (e.g., the ski2 
to negotiate with info:mation providers, manufacturers, etc.; . 
This leaves the traditional information comaanies with a fa- 
darnenizl decision abotit the role they play in the new market: Do VJithi? the next mupie of years, Lie adoption of more interactive 
f k y  act as a content developer, providing "channels" to ccmpa- rob~s t  echnoIogies MTZ likely take 5ie I n t ~ n e t  *L:, yer. another 
nies that serve a particubr market via 5-ie Internet? Do t h g  zs- ievei in terms of its i ~ ~ p a c t  on ;he business envi:cnmeat. Even the 
sess the needs of specific markets or communities, and delivexr best sites right now only take people to a cel%in ievei of interzztimq. 
on these overall needs? This jack of interactivity czn 5ave a &@Me bnsiness impaa h 
Choosing the first route removes the company fron; direct con- terms of lost sdes and frustrated customers. Several studies have 
tact with its traditional customers. On the ofiqer hand, the second shown, for example, that a iarge proportion of peopie on ecom- 
route ir:voIves redefining and restruc$xir,g the business as it now merce sites place items in Ckir shopping carts, but drop out before 
stands. Either way, ABC publishing is faced wiCh far-reaching chmg- they make ihe purchases. Technology is now zvaZa5le which aUows 
es. More than that, however, it must implement &ese changes withix astrmer or technical s~pport  representa2ves to tra& and engage 
the cor~text of Intenet time. peopie on the web site, ~ r n i n g  it i ~ t o  a two-way mmmlmication 
medium. As one webmaster explained to me, "Q&A kaowIedge 
trees orJy take yor; so file There are cer'zin sikiazioxs iff which 
people need mo-way interaction." This teciinobgy a n  &so 5e ap- 
plied b knowledge sharkg within organizatms, effective$ turning 
the intranet into a two-way meeting and ddis~~ssion forum. 
Up to now, many people have focused on ecommerce or sales on The expIosiofi of wireless access technoiogies and standards 
the Internet. As a result, companies like Amazon.com have attract- (e.g., BluetooS?) WE dso lead to nev7 uses of tile web and an ex- 
ed huge amounts of interest from investors, analysts, and o"Lilers. A tension of knowledge sharing and informtion to mob& ompa-  
more h d a m e n t l  transformation is now in fuE switng. Organizz- 'Lions and si?aatioRs. Witk wireless access devices, it is now possi- 
',ions and business networks are begkning to take advantage of ble for 2 remte  representative ' ~ s  aaess intelligence Born the cor- 
%e power of the Internet to make business processes more effi- porate intrand arzytime, anywhere. 
cient, enhance customer value, and build long-term brar,d icyalty. 
Some 5~rther examples c3n help demonstrate the catxre of this 
transformation. 
me purchasing process At the present time, p u r i h s i ~ g  de- 
partments in organizations deal witb. a iarge nrimbe: of suppliers, 
as we2 as 2 huge inventory of specific goods acd services at differ- 
ent prices ans; negotiated terms. Managing this process is resomce 'f i i 
intensive. If iaproved, it wouid d o w  o~ganizztions to focns on So, what impad will this staccato rate of change have cn infor- 
other value-added activities. Fo: example, if an end user wkXn Me mason providers arid professionais? 
organization could source, cbeck inventory s t a t~s ,  and order prod- Bnfom@don provddepg. The market will dictate a new st_rb;c3~re 
ucts and services directjy from suppEers at negotia~ed rates (dis- and value proposition. The lines between content provider, softv~ze 
count rates that z e  specific to the organiza&m). then the contract- a2plication developer, and access service provider have become in- 
ir~g frrnction would f o c ~ s  on ident@ing and negotia',ir:g wigi the creasingly blurred in recent years (the merger of C!e content and 
best suppliers, rather than order fulP2lrnect 3rd contract zdminls- sofnvwe interests under the Software and Information ind~stry As- 
tration. This business process could. be managed <%rough an extra- sociation is s i q i y  a reflection of this). As t3e eb~siness phase 3f 
net senice that links the supfiy chain to the purchasing orgaciza- t3e market cycle heats ~ p ,  it wiE become  eve^ more difgcuit t;O de- 
tion. On a broader s&e, a hub and spoke system might arise from fine the industry ic a homogeneom mancer. The migration 3f es- 
linkages between one purchasixg network and another. sential business processes to the InterneVIntranet environment wili 
3% channel management process. A business-to-hiness necessitate thinking beyond the conBres of informztmn as stand- 
technology ampany niies heavily on deder ckane?s to market i's zlme products and services. Intranets 2nd extranets could well 5e- 
products to end customers. At the preser?t time, conmzkad',ions come the k ~ b  for a range of bcsiness processes and appiicatkms. In 
(e.g., on new product offerings, technical updates, price promo~ms) mazy cases. information wiil be subservie~t o %ansac5ons. This 
are distributed throu@ ;"ax m d  direct xz2. SirnlarIy, inqiiies are will leave ve~dors  wit3 the choice of providing cootent, fkere'ay ie- 
made and orders placed by t3e desers 5y eifiier f a  or telephone. An moving then f x m  direct end user interacdor,, or combining hfor- 
extranet application can be wed 'lo provide more tixely informatior,, ma2;cion, technology ar,d eniiiing services in a market-centered ap- 
resulthg in fewer problems at the customer ievei. Comxon technicd proach to help users better meet 5usiness objectives. 
inqukies can be dealt with ordiiqe, reci~cing the demand for service Core compefendes can be lwerdpged Zgl fhe Internet e m o -  
and support resources. Orders be placed and. checked zgzinst ic- mj The core s k i s  that vendors have developed in informatkm 
ventory and delivery schedr;les dreccy 3y the dealer. technology (e.g., search tecknoiogy, in'lerface design) need to be 
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adapted to the Internet economy. WCler than creating "one size 2 s  
all" products for customers, vendors can develop custom intranet 
soiutions that leverage both the content and technology assets of 
vecdors. After years of studying how people interact with icforma- 
tion and computers, venders aiso have an oppo-enity to leverage 
this expertise in emerging transactioc and ebusiness systems. 
Branding will become irnpo&gnt While our surveys show 
that information professionaIs are generdy satisfied with the p a l -  
i t -  of content provided by vendors, there is very Iixk braad differ- 
entiation as a whole. in 'L;le past, most of this differentiation has 
come in the form of proprietary softwzre znterfaces and technoiogy 
featwes. In the new environmect, vendors need to focus on devel- 
oping 2 unique brand identity, as it relates to tiie ckaracter of the 
company and dhe nature of their content. This is partic-da6y inpor- 
a n t  as organizations tzrn to intranet delivery of informatior;, 
where internal and exiernd coctent is co~~bined in a sea~dess 
manner (and the product beizg delivered becomes content rather 
than a bundled contentllnterface soiutior~j. It is also important giv- 
en t3e ease with which people cae switch from one internet-based 
service to another "with the click of a mouse." 
fiink plumbing not access device, The impending explosion 
of wireless will heighten tiie need to deveic~ access-independent 
information services. The analogy can be drawn between the Inter- 
net and the plumbing in your house. Wkie the hucet in your kitch- 
en m y  be different from the one in your b a C h x ,  it's still the 
same $umbing underneat!! and the same water coming out the 2p .  
The point is: How can ir,fo:mation providers leverage 'Lleir content 
resources into other points of access? Similarly, how can inforna- 
tion professionah extend ',ize reach of tireir organization's informa- 
tion resources to mcbiie sikations and occupations? 
Brrfoma&on ~ss$essionalsS Most organizations have yet to 
sort out Lie organizatioca! stmture acd divisior; of responsibilities 
as it relates to the Internet and ebusiness. The problem is &z,t as an 
- ,. 
enabilng 'Lechnoiogy, the Internet is not a iine 3mtion. Rather, it 
cuts across the whole organization. A groivicg number of orgaciza- 
dons are beginning to recogcize this by er;tablishing a tmsi',iona! 
ebusiness executive h c t i o n ,  with the task of coordinating acrcss 
internal silos. 
With t 3 s  new fmction comes s~ opor t~n i ty  for ieforxation 
profess:onaIs to help define t5e nanner in which informatior, ; d l  
be collected, anaiyzed acd accessed in a converged ebusiaess eavi- 
ronment. Their knowledge of interface design and end-user behav- 
ior cac also add significant vake to the development of effective 
ebusiness strategies. 
The m a c  lesson in a of Bis is t h t  the rate of change in the 
mzrket requires great EiexiSility and opecness to new qproacl~es, 
roles and stmctures. Mtker tkan vraitiag for change to happea and 
then trying to adagt to it, push the boundaries ... iet creativity reign. 
Information professionais need to look beyond the maeagea?ect of 
conten1 iLO encompass the c3angi2g boucds of the exteraal market 
and internal organization stxuc?;ire. 
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n aging baseball pitcher once said, "Never look Sack; somethhg &&t be 
gaining on you." I'd like t3 suggest accther reasoc not to iook back: it 
makes it that much more d i3cdt  t3 go fxwarC. And forward, at ieast for our 
profession, is the only way to go* I know I may sound Iike a trite politician 
speaking a3out the new x?2ennim, but I've learned tv:c ir%eres?ig C%n;,gs abixt dichCs: 
Rejr're almcst aIways tme, acd we tend to ig~ore  'Lleir messages. 
Sometimes we ignore the need to go forwxd bemuse i'L is so safe and c o n i  right where 
we are; if that's ,vour sitcation, it's hard to insist flat yol; move. But v&ik you a e  stagon- 
ary, remember that when a Occk sits, it beccmes ar: easy Zirget, a2d from what I have read 
and he& lately, informstion speciaiists can aii ~ o o  easily find themselves prey far certain 
Binds of kdnters, So sit if you fed safe, but while you do, do look back because if some- 
t h i ~ g  is gzining it may we3 5e someone wit5 a .gn ,  and then it's "Lie to move. 
Gne major move that I see for aIi our profession is tmsitioning out of the academic co- 
coon of our urziversity trsining and into tPx world of the busi~esses we serve, rnaXng our 
on@ basis for actica the question of whether it sexes our coqoration. We m a t  discard ac- 
tivities ir: corporate libraries that Con't benefit oar organizations. I3 every move, I suppose, 
one tzkes some',:?ing along and leaves sozething behind: In this ~ 5 v e  we E U S ~  take zz 
i' s a t  our excenent teachers taught us, but isewe behind 2ny ssecse we mq7 have developed 
Lug  Lett& is director @ bminess b@~mat60b? smkes a' Azhm Aa&sen U P  in I"JCJJ York. 
She is chair @the steenn& cfimmi~feej% ST& GIgbaI 2Q0Q cog?e~ence bn'w .held in B@htor;, 
England in Octobu 2000~ She c m  he reached atLu~.~tl-&r@us.Arth~rAnd,~~sen. cm. 
that we are ncnbusiess professionals, ex- 
em2t f r : 3 ~  the concerns of competing, cooper- 
ating, tniiing cfmces, making money. One of 
f le  faihres I bdieve I see in some informa- 
tion cer3ters today is that they focus all too 
myopically on themselves, without consider- 
k g  what they must do to fit into the bigger 
picture of &ie - % ~ s  they are to serve. Some 
hformation cerie:r managers and information : 
specialists are more concerned with being 
good librarkas tilm with being effective con- 
vibutors a Ck business. I fear that some li- 
brarkns take &e "spedd" of SLA to mem 
that we x e  dEerent, not just from our col- 
leagues in aczdeinic and public libraries but 
$so frorr: colleagues in others areas of our 
f m s :  we appoach om work not with the 
smh:d .  bushess m d  maqagement methods 
of our fellow workers bct with a sense of dif- 
ference, as ti?o~g!i we are apart from (and of 
course a.bove) them and the ways in which 
:hey wok. Consider for example the way ~ 7 e  
too oftm i%k to our clients-and why do we 
sometimes dl them "patrons"? Is it because 
we anticipate behg patronized? Is there an- 
other profession that d s  its customers "pa- 
trons" instead sf "customers" or "clients"? : 
Sonetiwes I fa we may talk to our cli- 
ents or customers as t??ough we were pa- 
tronizing &emthenn, using a little nice 
librarianship jargon we rather hope they 
won't compietely unders+md, leaving us er- 
udite bb~lt incomprehecsible. What do we 
hope to achieve, for example, by telling the 
CEO of our organization that our research 
has produced forty-six "records"? What's a 
"record" to 3im? Are we offering him a? 
Elvis coEection? Bach's greatest hits? Let's 
use words om clients understand-and 
where possible, always a business word. : 
Let us, too, struggle gamely with the love 
I assuxe rmst of us have of books. Books 
are wonderfid things, but we must face the 
fact that their h:portance in our information 
centers is, compared to other information 
sources, fairty iow. Nevertheless, my reading 
tells EX that if we examined the book bud- 
gets of hformation centers across the coun- : 
ty, x7e wmld still find disproportionately 
high percentages set aside for low-use 
books, and too mcch time given to catalog- 
ing them. Let's reserve our iove of books for 
our hone shelves, and use our professional 
time and money orJy on sources that offer 
ma,xitrium beneRt. 
And whiie we're at it, let's abandon that On the subject of seiling, let's turn to the 
psrzdigm so linked in the public mind with reports we write for our senior manage- 
librarianship: the popular idea of a librari- ment. When you analyze your activities for 
an's predilection for control. The paradigm them, don't write tedious reports cf how, 
for todzy's information professionals has for exampie, you have streamlined some 
shiked from a mode of gathering, collect- tasks so that they can be done by fewer 
ing, m d  protectiiog data to today's mode of people (though %l doesn't hurt to iet such a 
choosing, evaluating, organizing, and dis- fact drop in casuai conversation), and don't 
tributing information for maximum sharing report on acquisitions and circulation statis- 
potential. As infcrmation professionals, we tics. Instead, fin your reports with produc- 
should not be controllers; we should be tivity, wjth usage, with the ways your 
purveyors. Of course this doesn't rnean let information center is prepared to provide, is 
the ciistomers take the CD-ROMs home (at providing, and has ~rovided knowledge to 
least not for keeps), but it does mean we all menbers of the firm who need it, giving 
need: to see ourselves as more interested in them the information edge. The tester of 
being suppliers than controllers, and to be usefulness has dways asked, "What have 
sure that others see us that ~ v q  too. you done for me lately?"; he rarejy asks, 
Many people who enter our profession "Ho~7 did you do it?" He may well ask how 
tend to be tacgcal and task-oriented rather much it cost, but ir: your annual report 
than strategic. We often have a very techni- don't focus on such things as cost of acqui- 
czl orientation, meaning we tend to intellec- sitions or equipment; let these items stand 
tllalize facts rather than to sell ideas. This is in the budget document oniy, for to empha- 
a tendency we dl need co be conscious of. size them elsewhere is to invite cuts. And 
We need to learn to be better salespeople, to erphasize C?em eisewhere is to take 
time away from our main concern, 5 ~ e  Cis- turn b us for complex, in-depth, sophisti- 
'Lribrrgon of iP,for~ation and the transforxa- cated, vatie-added research. So onr cus- 
ticn of information 51% knowledge. torxrs are usicg US more 5 ~ a n  ever, and 
% become more effective basinesspesple they're using us in smarter ways. 
we need to abbandsn soxe of the sacred But 1 do not mean in an this to declare 
cows cf tradilionGst librariarship, ?&ere are tbat iarge is aiways better %an small, that 
s G  copra te  kformation centers today, ?or growth means getting bjgger, having more. 
ex~~:ple,  that devote inordhzte amounts of ia a Browning pgex an acist szys i b t  of- 
time to interfibray loan procedures and even ten !c paL.i!:i~g, "'less is more." A work of 
to sending out over&e notices. 'Elere are at zrt that crowds the picture m y  weaken its 
least: several reasons why these are not ef- thmst, dilute t5e message, while ti& sparer 
f e m e  uses sf corporate tine or resources, &age speaks more ciezly and forcefulIy ta 
bit 1 will not digress or, this. us, does its $15 better. I a g e s t  that we can 
So 3ere I am in a faultfinding vein, not I apply this to onr profession, that less of 
know caicuiated to wic friends or induce in- some things we have in Cie past thou& 
vistions to socid events But Ti~e great ad- essenMai may prove tc be more effective. 
vice of the Deiphic oracle was, "Know thy- Let as have Iess control, and see what 
sdf," and we ir: Cie knowledge profession openaess can achieve; Iess macagemer& 
must: do a considerable amount of mirror- and test the virtues of unrestricted effoa 
staring if we are to know ourseives, to see iess eqdibriun, and learn whether the un- 
what we need to do and to be. I?, 'LZleir '1993 balanced and unsymmetricd may accom- 
ladmark article, "Blow 3g the Coqorate plish some things that orde:liness annot. I 
t 5 r - q , "  Tom Daver~poa and Larry Prasak a n  speaking here of course of the axiect  
a rg~ed  5rat many of our profession's prob- opposition of classical order and romantic 
Iems are attribuable to librarians them- liberatioa from iestriction, aad I krow i5at 
selves. By "'blowing up" they did not mean in the long seesawing between these ? ~ o  
destroy, but expand, grow, stretch; and by men and women have never fomd ore to 
x y  commer~ts I similarly hspe not to dyna- be perfect, the other fatazy flawed. 8.~1 o ~ r  
mite my coilmgrres out of exstence but io profession bas been slave to classic re- 
offer possibilities of growth, of expansion. s t ~ &  ?or so long-perhaps for the 1ei:gth 
Let me provide one 3astratioc of gro0\Nth of i'Ls iife-'liat I think It worthr,vhiie to em- 
from my own eqerience. Even though aii phasize the openness of the romantic dia- 
93,OCO &ttx AnCerser: employees h e  iectic. Bet yyoa' neve: read someone urging 
desktag access to ths Internet and %I the ii'brarians ',o get romantic: 
Ibrowiedge$ace, 0v.r k3ane:: jv\6@c!? has Here's anot3er 3nstration of" how we 
w i t k  it the abdty to mate one's own cus- x s s t  integate with our business co1- 
tomized mmnt  awareness service with feeds i eagw.  X!e most important yardstick by 
from Factiva, Hoover's a ~ d  ot5er soarces), which they measme themselves is some- 
and though nany 6hcusaxIs of empkyees thing our college trahing again pro5ably 
have desktop access Eexis-Nexis ar.d nu- did not prepare ;zs for: the yardstick is 
nierous oCier resources, my Buskess kfor- money* The ascendancy of the h o d e d g e  
mation Center (BICj s m e d  a yex  or two age worker as a creator of wea1C.l offers izfor- 
9 advezise z "SIC CwerL Awareness Sa-  mation professionals a once-in-a-lifehe 
vice." Is just the past six months, we bave oppo%~nity to reinvent ourselves, to prove 
seen an kcrease from prepzing ordy a haEd- t h e  we are vaF~a-adding professionds. If 
fa1 of myent awareness packages per week we feei o~rseives to be above money* we 
to dozens per week. Some L.ifonr:ation pro- may find ourselves withcut a sa ia i ;  if for 
fessionds ha.ve been fearfd that direc a d -  us ttme Is just something a little toc Sot ix 
user access wodd Cilute the2 :ole; on the the idea of creating money? we had 5etter 
contrary, we hzve found that the more users g d  on!: of the business kitchen. I don't 
do on their om, the more they seek the vgue mean to emphasize this too much, for I am 
added by our s a E  Tie voi.~me of ncpests aware tha"Lit is easier in my zrea, &e pro- 
usr;lir;;lles to cM;,. Ent the name of the re- fessio~ai seMces Zrm, tk.ar, ia other typs 
quests has chmged. Osers do 'lie straight- of organizations to measure ~nklIectuai 
forward resezrck on their own, an6 they w$tk knowieclge is our product, and so 
customer surveys a ~ d  metrics which mea- 
sure innovaticion are more readily tied to 
what we, as infermation professionals in a 
consultancy, do. But I know from my own 
experience that in many other k i d s  of firms 
there are also opportunities for proving your 
contribution to the bottom line. For example, 
obttin and aake  use of testimonials from 
key clients zbout the value of the time they 
saved by utilizing your professional services 
versus trying to track down the information 
or1 tk~eir @WE. Too many information profes- 
sionals fail LO effectively manage the pack- 
aging and sale of their expertise. 
S0m.e kdented journalists in our profes- 
sion have offered us articles that should be 
a wake-up caZ tc library school professors 
who have never worked in corporate Amer- 
ica. A u e k l  effort, surely, but of help only 
to future icfcrmation professionals; we d- 
ready im the field are on our own to develop 
what our professors did not give. And, glad 
to say, we are at the task. In the SLA report, 
"Competencies of Special Librarians in the 
2!st Century," s m e  of the personal and 
professional competencies needed by the 
new informatien professionals are outlined. 
In the foilowing comments, I will try to em- 
phasize a r"ew sf these &at I consider most 
essential for the success of our profession. 
r thizk one thing we fa3 to move forward 
with is a consknt contact w:th the rest of our pamering wit1 hfomation technologists end user desktop applications, the Internet, 
busi~esses, 3ot waiting until someoce comes . and acting as mediator between vendors and and the evciution of intraqets. From this we, 
in with a question but aggressively communi- . end users. We Q b a  and beta test products, the irifomation professionals, emerged 
a t h g  with film whenever possible. (I don't : we provide the market, we liaise, facilitate, , functioning first as information strategists- 
remember anyone grabate school using and coordinate for vendors while we coach, designing, organking, and "architecting," if 
the word aggesive. Someone should have.) . consult with, and train users. : you wGl, the flow of information within the 
In particulz we need to convey our ongoing . Remember Senjamin Franklin's pro- - company, z.s well as performing individual 
work tr? senior mmagement, keeping them nouncement about what happens to those - and organizationd needs assessments; sec- 
aware of our business and marketing pians, who refuse to hang together (if you don't re- ond as internzl. consultafits-advising end 
our xe%lcs, our annual goals and objectives. . member, he said they would all hang sepa- users on search methcdoiogy (to enhance 
Too often we aalo fail tc form alliances with rately). In concert with Clese groups, we can efficiency, ensure accuracy, and avoid bias), 
user-orieeed IT personnel- our natural al- , say that, though we may not claim to have and validating sources (thereby ensuring 
lies, those responsible for the conduit that all the answers, we do have the partnerships quality control); and ihkd as those who add 
m i e s  our mtent-and also with our ven- to find them. This means, of course, that we : value to infjrmation by filtering, synthesiz- 
dors, whox~we should not regard as used-car fully recognize the importance of all our . ing, massaging, packa@ng, and to varying 
salesmen tr*g to stick us with a lemon partners, the necessity tyf an equality of degrees analyzing it. Now we see a circular, 
complete wih defective transmission, but roles. In the past, providers had direct, al- : interactive relationship de~~eloping: the pro- 
rather as vduabk providers who car, help us most exclusive, relationships with inforrna- . viders serving as suppliers and builders, the 
rise withii our ovm orgmizations as we cre- . tion professionals; there was a linear rela- . informatioa professionais working as archi- 
ate ao:e usefcri vehicles for information de- : tionship between providers, information pro- tects, and the end users becoming much 
livery. Some information professionals who - fessionals, and end users, with information . more involved with tile decision-making 
were m r  foremr~~ers thought of themselves : flowing back and forth i~ one dimension. process. (To hoid ourselves Goof from their 
as s~fEcient unto themseives. Today's infor- But as we know, three factors impacted this ideas and suggestions and needs is not to 
mation professional, however, is intimately . linear structure: increasingly sophisticated protect, but to destroy, ourselves.) 
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A powerful part of moving forward is ex-
pressed in a Latin adage: Carpe diem-seize 
the day, the day of opportunity. Technology 
and the Internet have given us the opportu-
nity; vendors are giving us the opportunity 
every day, with every sales call; it remains 
for us to seize, and to use. I'll give you one 
more aphorism: seize occasion by the fore-
lock; occasion is waving its tresses at us, 
and all we have to do is reach out a hand. 
We are talking here about movement as 
means for survival, which I suppose should 
bring to all our minds the great student of 
surviving, Charles Darwin. To be a survivor, 
Darwin said, you have to be among the fit-
test. But perhaps it is not generally under-
stood exactly what Darwin meant by "fit." 
"It is not the strongest cf the species that 
survive," he said, "nor the most intelligent, 
but the most responsive to change." Among 
the many good things I learned as I trained 
to be an information specialist, l do not re-
member learning about the value of change. 
But change is essential to movement and 
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survival, and though it can be scary ("Don't 
look forward; something might be waiting 
for you"), it cannot be avoided: we adapt, 
or we become extinct. If you can stand it, 
one more Latin motto: veniente occwite 
morbo: run tc meet trouble. The quicker we 
face a problem, the less difficult it becomes 
to deal with it. Staying safe is, if you will, 
teo dangerous for us: we must embrace 
change, see its potential, minimize its dan-
ger, make it work for us. 
A personal example: just over a year ago 
at this time, I'd been told that it would be 
necessary for my BIC to move tc another 
floor, a move that would to_l{e us away from 
some of our heaviest users, a large segment 
of our customer base, and away from a 
heavily trafficked floor in the middle of a dy-
namic part of our practice. As I headed for 
the 1998 SLA conference in Indianapolis, I 
did so with a heavy heart, trying to figure 
out how I'd be able to turn this impending 
move of my department from a negative into 
a positive. For starters, I decided we'd throw 
a gala Grand Opening celebration for the 
new facility. I persuaded my Office Managing 
Partner to agree to perform with me a cere-
monial ribbon cutting. We held a nighttime 
party complete Virith two open bars, tables of 
food, candlelight, and elegant hors d'oeuvres 
served by waitstaff i.:.l. black-tie. A marvel-
ously generous vendor agreed to more than 
split the expenses with me, helped with the 
catering pla,'1s, and provided beautiful floral 
arrangements in return for the opportunity 
to showcase their new products and mingle 
with the many partners, principals, and se-
nior managers who I knew would show up 
by virt«e of the fact that I was putting the 
Office Manag'111g Partner's name on the invi-
tation. INhere he goes, the pru."tners (and as-
piring partners) follow. 
We have discovered as many or more 
new customers since our relocation as the 
numbers we were afraid of losing. We've 
developed outreach endeavors customized 
to the personnel near our previous facility 
to help lure them to our new location. Most 
significantly, we have capitalized on the 
fact that we are now located down the hall 
from our recruiting offices, interview 
rooms, and corporate training classrooms. 
With this we saw the opportunity to market 
ourselves as a recruiting tool. The recruiters 
point cut the BIC tc promising candidates. 
For example, during the summer campus 
recruiting season, when recruits are being 
courted and wooed by all of our competi-
tors, our recruiters bring candidates 
through the BIC, emphasizing particularly 
our large and beautiful end user technology 
area, and they suggest that access to this 
cutting edge information facility should be 
among the many reasons why a recruit 
would want tc accept Arthur Andersen's of-
fer as opposed to working for another firm. 
We run the information center like a little 
business within a business. Like every busi-
ness, an information center should spend a 
part of its time on new product development, 
making illi'1ovation a routine operating pro-
cedure. Each quarter, year, half-year-what-
ever works best-an L.-r:tformation center 
should decide on one or two new services it 
can develop and "sell"-yes, we too can be-
come salespersons without the stigma of the 
used-car lot. Delivery of L'lfonnatlon is an-
other area in which we should constantly in-
vent and reinvent in response to current 

business trends; to work out a nice delivery 
plan, see that it works, and think that no 
more will ever be required is to become a 
sitting-duck target 
Forgive me if I belabor the necessity of 
change for survival; I hardly think it can be 
overemphasized. The great foe of the fu-
ture, I suggest, is the present. It seems so 
permanent, so unchangeable that we aln10st 
cannot think tomorrow must be different 
You probably remember the Shelley poem in 
which a tyrant named Ozymandias boasts 
of the perma.11ence of his mighty works: the 
speaker in the poem looks around and sees 
nothing but a stone bearing the recorded 
boast. Ozymandias thought his deeds 
would last forever; you and I are tempted to 
think next week will be just like this week. 
But to move forward, one needs to ask, 
"What will my role be like two years from 
now? Am I ignoring some writing on the 
wall?" Changes are everywhere, in knowl-
edge integration, in the developing of new 
classes of business intelligence tools, in in-
creased emphasis on data mining. 
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Here then, to sum up, are my recom-
mendations: 
Get out of the library and into business. 
e Operate by business principles as in-
formed and as strict as those required 
by our colleagues in any other area of 
the workplace. 
Seek out ways, if possible, to demon-
strate your ability to make money. 
Use the same metrics to measure per-
formance that other areas of the busi-
ness de. 
Decide whether it makes sense in your 
organization to abandon some of the 
"sacred cows" of librarianship such as 
devoting tons of money to automated 
cataloging projects that, when all is said 
and done, are perhaps not benefiting 
your particular organization in a mean-
ingfsl way. 
Don't be a library traditionalist; aban-
don traditionalist library science meth-
odologies if they don't make sense for 
your organization. 
Form strategic alliances. l heard an 
information center manager at this 
year's conference say, "No one ever tells 
me anything." I was stunned by this re-
mark. Our job is not to wait to be told; 
our job is to find out. By forming the 
necesSfuJ' alliances to do so, you will 
eventc.ally become sought for advice and 
viewed as a person who can play a role 
in major company endeavors. 
e Be aggressive in seeking new respon-
sibilities. Some personal examples: In 
my first corporate library position, I 
was asked to do research on corporate 
ethics policies. l went through the usu-
al steps you might imagine, collecting 
examples of best practices, etc. But 
then I wound up soliciting the assign-
ment to actually draft what would be-
come the official ethics policy for my 
company, published and distributed to 
all new hires. (Yes, the only way to ac-
complish this assignment was to de-
vote late nights and weekends to it.) 
Later at the same company, I turned 
the numerous requests l received for 
trademark research into a sideline role 
as the company's "trademark adminis-
trator," assisting corporate counsel by 
managing registrations and renewals 
for over 400 active trademarks. (Thls 
new role helped justify further addi-
tions to my growing library staff.) In a 
later job, I turned a research assign-
ment on Total Quality Management 
into a high-visibility position on a 
firmwide quality committee that re-
ported directly to the CEO. 
~ Face ambiguity and uncertainty head-
on. \Nhen you stumble over profession-
al problems, be-as a song line puts 
it-grateful for that pleasant trip; pick 
yourself up, dust yourself off, and look 
for the productive change the solution 
am offer. Eschew the tidy; repudiate 
the neat; abandon the orderly, and see 
what can be done when you and your 
information center get out of the box. 
And above all, v,rork within the confi-
dence of your strong and contributing pro-
fession. We of the SLA have the skills, the 
resources, and the relationships; if we work 
as business professionals-marketing our 
skills instead of hoarding them-we vf,Jl 
not need to worry about where ·,ve'll be .in 
the future. We will be the future. ~ 
i 
---J Consider the source , 
There's no doubt that technology is changing the way 
I:braries work, and we're making sure i t  works i:~ your favor. 
We've taken the three industry standards, Books In Printm, 
Ulrich's international Periodicals Directory", and 
Literary Market PlaceT" to  the Web, so now  yo^; can 
click open the world with our unrivaled, up-to-date 
i:?fornation for greater convenience than ever before. 
click open the worldT" ... 
and discover all the options avaiiable In the all new 
booksinprint.comm 2000, ulrichsweb.comTM, and 
iiterarymarketplace.com". Offering navigational ease 
riendly interfaces, our sleek new Web-based 
\~ i l i  g ve you the informatior? you ~ e e d  faster, 
easier, and with more frequent updates than ever before. 
... or go by the book 
if  yo^ prefer yolir data in book or CD-ROM form, t5ose 
media are st i i i  a~ailable, too, complete with all the 
features %at have m&e Bowker the number one 
sokrrcs fc: iibraries for more than 128 years. 
- more than 3 miliio:: records 
more tha? 49GCOO full-text reviews 
. audio and video records 
. oilt-of-print boors 
stock avaiiabiiiiy i r o n  major suppliers 
. direct searching on file of our 200,000 
pubiishers, dlsirioutors, and wholesalers 
author biographies 
. over 300 book, audio, and video awards 
www.ulrichsweb.com 
The premier serials sotirce 
neariy 250,300 serials, periodicais. 
annuais, aild wwspapers worldwide 
. 8,000 rev:ews f:om Magazines for 
Libraries and Library Journal 
upcated monthiy 
over 59,030 e-9aii addresses 
over 5d,C"O CR is  
A&! zvaiiabillty 
- docume~t  delivery services 
www.literarymarketplace.corr 
The bible of book pubiishing 
a comprehensive, organzzec daiabase 
of everyone and everything in the 
business woridwide-from publishers, 
agents, i n d  ad agencies t o  associationss 
distributors, and events 
inciudes international Literary 
Market Place'" 
. regular updates 
hotiinks :o pubiishers' Web sites 


Next month, SLA ~ 7 %  honor the best of the infomation macagement profession 
by recognizing then during the 91" Anmai Conference in Philadel$& Pennsyha- 
nia, USA. The twen$-two individaals who hwe  been sdeced for Lieir ieadership, 
for their incovatlve style, for C?&ir integriq, and for Ckir courage, are the models 
we hold up for the rest of the profession to admire and to emkite. Let's take a look 
at who you'il see on stage ir, Philiy . . . . 
Most notable of the award recipients is Bill Gates, &airman and co-founder of 
~ c r o s o f t  Corporation, who was selected zs ar, Honorary Member of the ASSCC~E- 
tion. Gates is recognized for his longstanding coxxitment to libraries arid inform- 
tion prof~ssionaIs who serve in ail sectors of society. Gates CeEvered. 5 ~ e  keynote 
address at the 89th §LA Conference in Seattle, VVashington, SSA. 
Induction icto the SZA Hal1 of Fame is a signifiact acknov&dgrr,ent of 
distinguished service to the professioa and the Assodztion <!rougl'1 one's career. 
This year's indmees are: Dorothy XcGany of Los Angeles, who is re'Lired from the 
University of California, Los Angeles; Edwina "Bidi9' Pancake, who is retixed 
from the University of Virginia in Chariozesvvi and Anne G d e r ,  who was 
selected ps tkumo~sly  after a lor,g career in library studies at Concordia 
University in Cdte St. Luc, Quebec Canada. Galler, McGarry, and Paccake were 
selected for their Iongtime sewice to their profession and commitment "Lo SLA. 
l%e John Cotton Dana Award, named fcr the fotrcder of SLA, is conferred upon 
an SLA member for exception& service to special iibrarianship. *is year's recipienr 
is Jane I. Dysart, who is a partper ir, the library consdting Ern? Dysart and Jones 
of Toronto, Onkrio, Cacada. Dysart has been recogrGzed most notzbiy for her 
achievements in leading the development of Y~h 's  V i a l  Association and educat- 
ing her professional peers for greater success. 
The SLA President's AwarC is given annually to an SLA member who 
displays an ongoing commitment to the development of the Association as 
the premier organization for information professionals. This year. the 
award is conferred upon Marjorie M.K. Hlava, president and chairman of 
the board of Access Innovations, Inc. of Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA. 
Hlava is recognized for her longstanding involvement as a volunteer and 
elected leader with SLA, and for the continued setting of standards that 
her colleagues in the profession have followed. 
The Dow Jones Leadership Award is intended for an SLA member 
who exemplifies Ieadership as a special librarian through examples of per- 
sonal and professional competencies. This year's award goes to Janice F. 
Chindlund, manager of the Business Research Information Center at Xc- 
Donald's Corporation in Oak Brook, Hinois, USA. Chindlund is recog- 
nized for her expert knowledge of information resources; her skills in 
communicating with senior management; her commitment to lifelong 
learning and professionaI networking; and her flexible and positive work 
ethic in times of change. The award is based on the acclaimed "Competen- 
cies for Special Librarians of the 21st Century," which can be found on the 
Internet at www.sla.o~g/profession~.llcornp.html. 
Fellows of the Special Libraries Association are called upon and ex- 
pected to advise the Association's Board of Directors, alert the menbership 
to issues and trends vmanting action, and are recognized as active SLA 
members with future Ieadership potential for the Association. The 1399 
Fellows are: Elizabeth A. Bibby, director of Business Information Sewkes 
at the Harvard Business School, Cabridge, Massachusetts, USA; Jo 
Anne Boorkman, head of the Health Sciences Library at the University 
of California at Davis, USA; Richard P. Hulser, Content Management 
Product Marketing Manager for IBX Corporation, Xew Haven Connecti- 
cut, USA; Sylvia E. Piggott, deputy division chief for Joint Library Ad- 
ministration at the International Monetary Fund, Washington, DC, USA; 
and Daniel B, Tgefethen, a librarian with Boeing Company in Seattle, 
Washington, USA. 
The SLA Professional Award is presented to an individual or group 
who may or may not hold membership in the Association, in recognition 
3f major achievements in, or a spec~fic significant contribution to, the field 
of librarianship or information science. This year's award is presented 
posthumously to Sue Rugge, founder and president of Information on 
Demand in Oakland, California, USA. Rugge achieved success in the in- 
formation profession with little formal education beyond high schooi, and 
she became a very well-respected information professiond due to her spir- 
it, drive, and determination. 
The Rose L. Vorrnelker Award :s given to an SLA member recognized 
for exceptional services to the profession of special librarianship in the 
area of mentoring students and/or practicing professionals in the fieid. 
This year's award recipients are: Barbara P. Semonche, Iibrary director 
for the University of North Carolina School of JournaIism in Chapel Hi& 
USA; and Elizabeth W. Stone, dean emerita of the School of Library and 
Information Science at The Catholic University of America, Washing- 
ton, DC, USA. Both were recognized for their unwavering commitment to 
the deveIopment of sadents in library science programs into professionals 
who have learned inside and outside me cIassroom. 
SLA's Diversity Leadership Development Awards recognize individ- 
uals with strong leadership abilities and expected development as rcie 
models for the profession. This years winners are: Jannie R. Cobb, librari- 
an at the George Meany Archives Library of the AFL-CIO in Silver Spring, 
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MayIand, USA; Alvetta Phdell, head of ',ize Informaticon Xesearch Serliic- 
es Branch of the Nat i~nd Agric~Imrd Library in BeltwiEe, M a r y l ~ ~ d ,  
USA; LiIleth Newby, director of the HW Kesearch Li&rary for the New 
P70rk City Department of Health in New York, New Kcrk, USA. Each oof 
these outsanding ~rofessioinals wili receive a $1,030 stipend f x  use ir, at- 
tending the SLA Annual Conference and will be mentored by a locgstznd- 
ing S-A xember who has been selected based on Z s  cr her experience iin 
tbe professior,. 
Ex Innovations in Technology Award reccgnizes infamation pro- 
fessionals fcr their innovative use znd application of technology in a spe- 
cig library setting. This year's winners are Deborah Kegel and 
Katherine Whitley, who together developed a leading-edge eiecronic ar- 
ticle archive at the University of Caljlfarnia at San Diego, USA. Kegel is 
head of Public Sewices at the UCSD Science and Engineerhg Library 
Wnitiey is fiow corporate I ibrarh for Bazsch and Lomb Phannace-rlti- 
cds in Yapa ,  Florida, USA. 
The N.W. Winson Company Award is presented to autkors of oct- 
sanding zrticles pubiisbed in I ~ o ~ n n a ~ b n  Outlook: §LA3 monthly naga- 
zine. This year's winner is Spdart Basefsky for his article "The Li:$rary as 
an Agent of Change: Pusking the %en: Instietition F c ~ z d , "  which ap- 
peared in the Arrgdse 1999 issue of I@o:mation OutIooP (Vol.3, Nc.8, Au- 
gwt  1999, pf?. 37-40). Easefsky wiil receive a $50C cash award for this 
excellent &ride. 
The Public Relatiom Media Award recoglikes jonx&ts v&o ilave pub- 
Iisked o~tstan5iig features on the profession of specid li'?m<anship, Tfiis 
yex's award goes to Valerie Gray Franmis, who ac51ored "Z5rz.ims Eke  
the Spotlight," v&ch appeared k~ the Septezber 25-3acber 2: 1999, edition 
of t3e National Business l3nployment Week&. Tile aZicIe higf&gkLtecl t k  
fact that 2brarias and L?fonnation profession& x e  hot enployment prm- 
p e a ,  giver, theik t e d e n q  to cross-trah L?to other profession& areas. Frm- 
cois is airrent$ execstive edimr for Hemispkre hccporated. Mri.161 operates 
fox  web sites devozd ti? corporate divers!$ md responsilonity. 
The Member Achievement Award is presented to a member of SLA 
for raising visibility and pnblic awareness of and appredatioin for the p:o- 
fession andlor the Association. year's award goes to Stepken 
Abram, vice president of Micromedia, Ltd. of Toronto, On&io, Ginadz. 
Abram initiated a gublic reia5ons amgaign k :response t~ an advertise- 
ment for the Toronto Argonauts footbaz team that depicted librarians as 
quiet and boring. His efforts Ied to an apology from Argonauts manage- 
ment and an invitation for oce hscdred members of the SLA T ~ r ~ n t 5  
Chqte: 'Lo attend a key Canadan FootbalI League game free of charge at 
SkyDom. Due to A5ram's efforts, <?e Argocauts remgnized and thanked 
Ck SSZA contingent :.laring the game, and %e profession's visibility was 
raised in a high-profile setthg. 
The winners of this year's §LA Awards and Honors were selecedby the 
SLA Awards =s,d Honors Com~dttee, which is chaired by SIA Past President 
Judith J. Field of Wayne Sme Universiq in Detroit, Mchigan, The wkners 
were announced by §LA Presidect Susan S. BiMattia at the Water Meetkg 
of 5ie SLA Board of Directors, held January 20-22, 2003, i2 St. Louis, Wis- 
sonri, %A. Awards vriil be presented to these distinguished professionds 
durkg the SLA h ~ u a l  Conference, to be held June 10-15,2600. 
'Yuccess is the result gdpefelion, hard work, beaming)kvn jaibure, 
IoyaI'& and perszkfence. " 
-Colin Powell, retked Chairman 
of 5 ~ e  United States joint Chiefs of Saff. 
The SilverPlatter Internet Service is an easy way to 
have desktop access to over 220 research databases 
hosted by SilverPlatter, Remote users can search 
SilverPlatter databases - from home computers, 
campus libraries, dormitory rooms, corporate 
headquarters, branch offices or overseas locations - 
from anywhere there is an Internet connection! 
Your Internet Subscription offers: 
s A powerful, user-friendly search interface - available in 4 languages 
* Secure access through usernames and passwords, IP filtering or both 
* Convenience for sites with combination LAN, WAX and Internet access 
* Minimal investment - SilverPlatter provides the databases, hardware and maintenance 
nd now? through SilverLinkerm technology, researchers can navigate seamlessly from 
bibliographic records to full text articles via web links to: 
,.: your choice of online journd providers 
-5 your library's local holdizgs 
.:- document delivery suppliers or interlibrary loan services 
Try SiIverPlatterls Internet Service - FREE for 30 Days t 
Ernail SilverPlatter at info@silverplattercom or call your local SilverPlatter office 
or distributor. 
100 River Ridge Drive 
NO WOO^, MA 02062 
Tel: 800-343-0064, 781-763-2599 
Fax: 781-769-8763 
For up-to-date information about SilverPlatterls databases and services, 
please visit our website. 
Finally. A desktop book ordering service tailored fo r  the corporate end user, f rom a company 
wi th more than 50 years of experience i rm  the idormat ion imkstry. EBSCO Book Services offers 
an easy-to-use interface fo r  ordering haif a million book titles, Ffexible paymermt options ailow 
empisyees t o  use personal credit or corporate plrrehasing cards o r  a purchase order. invoicing 
can be coded by cost center to kelp you efficiently track expewes. And your entire transaction, 
f rom order  t o  payment, is handled by EBSCO. EBSCO Book Services males book purchasing easy. 
v e n  the mail 
-. .- .-  
A part of h e  EBSCO Information Ser??ces gi-mp. 
ue operating in the same old way. What's more, the competition for what was once considered exciu- 
sive information services is cot letting up-it's accelerating. 
Today's operating environment leaves little room for those information professionals who cannot turn 
trends and chdenges into current practice and opportunities for the customers they serve. The informa- 
tion market is fast becoming a market for the survival of the fittest (or s h d  we s2y the smartest?). 
What does it Bean to be a smarr: information center? S M  has defined charactesbtics it considers 
to be "smm" In today's opemtmg environmeat. W smart infomation professioma1: 
* Redefines what it means to be ar. information professional; 
Models innovations and exgerimentation; 
* Responds quickly and creatively to change, challenges, and customers' needs; 
* Capitalizes on new oppomnities and markets (pioneering) ; 
Operates in an entrepreneurial fashion; 
Creates a learning environment for customers; and 
Embraces change. 
'Techniques and practises to citnsider in assesshg whether or nor you fit the bill: 




Higher level of service 
Recruiting and retaining key staff 
Maximizing customer involvement 
Effective use of technology 
Embracing corporate culture and business intelligence 
If you fit the bill, please submit a one page summary of your accomp~shments in becoming a smart 
information center to John Latham, director, information resources (e-mail john@sia.org). 
Why are we doing this? '21 collect and disseminate information regarding practices and operating 
procedures which promote the value of the information center. The "best practices" database will serve 
as a reference tool for our members in creating an efficient and effective o~erating mechanism for de- 
veloping and delivering products and services to their end users. 
What are we doing with the information collected? The information collected wiE be used separately 
or in aggregate for education& courses, consultation services, articles, public relations, membership op- 
portunities, research, speakers, leadership development, etc. 
%at's in it for you? Advancing your professional competencies. 
Ccntimeu, next page 
uwm. in fo rmai ionsu t looh .~nm Information Outlook = flag 2000 41 
Entering ywa informagon center i.1 the FREE Circle of Excellence program has never been easier! Simply follow these steps: 
1, Pill out the entry form as completely as possible. ?lease provide information as io@eteIy. yet as conciselyi zs possible. Do not 
send rqorts or brochnres. 
2. Limit your description to 160 words. Be as coapiete as poss%le. The fo5owcg tkee  cjcestions shodd 5dp you submit a conylete 
desmptior, of y o u  prograx: 
Vhen and why was the activity started? 
m a t  were the activities godslobjectives, and how have tkey been reached? 
What were the measmabie saccesses (outcomes) of the Frogm an< its benefits to you: users? 
3. Concentrate on the need, the progrann/activity's goal, its impact (in terms of outcomes), and the signikkance of its sszaccess. 
Numbers are very inportant as measurements of success, but akc describe how the progarrrlactivity Improved the product or service 
delivered to the end user. 
4. Feel free to submit multiple entries. FZ out separate fcms for each of your proprzms ST activitks. 
You may ssubmit this form eiec&mic&yI or print it out and either fax it or mail it to S W s  Director, lnfcrmation Xesources. Fzx eneries 
',o 1 -2O2-265-93l?. Mail to SLA, Circle of Exceelience, 1'950 18th Street, NW, Washicgcn. DC 20539-2514, USA. 
Organization 
Contact Name 
- -  - 
City StateRrovince Postai Code 
Country 
Phone Fax 
Type of prograxJactivi9 
3 'informafion or ECrrowledge Creation 
U Skills Raining and Professional Development 
D Technical or Rofessioad i l t d a r d s  
611 Economic Devdopmernt 
C) Business 0,- SocS Innovation 
3 Public Education or Awareness 
Ll Other 
Name of proganlaitivity 
Is this programlactivity oxgoing? 
B Yes U No 
Description of progamkictivity (I@C words cr less) 





Suqxisingly, cuisine in 215adeIphia is not only so& 
pretzels and ~Fxesesteaksi The sde6ion of restaxants in 
differea areas of the city reflect a vxiety of tastes: cul- 
wes :  a d  lifestyles. i I M i ? ~ u ~  econo~ic factors groved 
unable to ssustain th,e Kesta~rant Renaissance of the '7Qs, 
%e '90s have fostered a strong revival that shows no signs 
of ceasing. In response to ti?e revitdiiation of severd ar- 
eas downtawn (known IocaEy as "Center G i y )  , then has 
been 2 tremendous gowth in I d  dinkg experiences. 
A major indication of the significance of the culinxy 
arts in Philadelphia is the fact that for sixteen years, the 
City of Brother$ Love has hosted the one and only ‘%oak 
and The Cook Festival and Fair." Xle BStC event brings 
more than one-h~ndred cocki~ook mthors into town, 
where they host specially prepared meals at local restau- 
rants during a ten day period. 
Okay, we've esziblished PhJadeiphia as a worthy CEE- 
nary destination. So, w k r e  to bepin? First stop, and 
most convenient to the co~ventioc enter, is the Reading 
,., iermical, %e uitimate in Food Co~rts, offering fresh 
goods from the Amish corntryside, traditional Ph3ly fast- 
food (Bassex's 'Ice Cream and to-die-for hoagies) , ei7nic 
treats from around C!e globe, fiesh pastas and salads, 
and a cozy Down Home Diner, vd~ich is its name! A few 
steps m7ay is 'Thinatown," a compact area kith a varieq 
of restaurants featxing Asiac cuisines. 
Toward the Delaware Zver in an easterly direction is 
t k  "Oide City" or "Eistoric" section, where several 
unique dining spots are dcstered. These range from ui- 
tra-tready hsion misine resrauraet/dabs i*o edectic a- 
fes, serving Mediterranean cuishe ~OVJIIS~&S and folk 
music upstairs, to the historic City Tavern. 
The South PhiZy area has numerous unique restau- 
rants offering memorable dining experiences. Ti?e pre- 
dominate cuisine is Italian, acd not surgrisingiy, notable 
entertainmerit acccmpanimea% are from Praccini an6 Ver- 
di aperas! And, there are the traditional not-to-be-missed 
diners, as we3 as Pat's and Gerio's famous cheesesteak 
rivaLy* to whet tke appetjte! 
The city has its share of microbreweries spread among 
Center City  area m d  well into Lie surrounding regions. 
Mazy originated as a k  houses, evolved. k t c  pubs and 
brewhouses, a d  continae to find new life in their newest 
incarnations. Speaking of brewing, the usud smorgas- 
bord of coffee bars within a shoE wdk of the convention 
center will assure you never run o ~ t  of caffeine during 
the conference! 
Heading wes5vard from the convention cezt?ja on 
Walnt~t SEeet are several notable establishments, indud- 
ing those of the ir.,ternatiocaKy renown Georges Perrier 
and former ihzrian, Snsannz Foo. ~Valk a feu7 more 
bbcks and you will encour~ter Wttenkouse Square, one of 
Wiilian Penc's origia! Greece Parks," where several 
new dinisg hot spots feature sidewalk seating on the 
Squzre heif. Continue west :o University City, which also 
offers innovative Asian cuisine: severd we!!-estzhlished 
nowelle cuisine favorites (White Dog Caf$ and La Ter- 
rasse), aad the innovative resazrazt school in the shad- 
ow of the Uniiiersity cf Pennsylvania. 
Recect hotel rencvations, re-iocations, and expan- 
sizes have also fostered nunerous restaxact openings. 
The hoteis themselves offer scme of :he best dining facjl- 
ities in the entire natim-the Fcuntzin KesWdran'L of Lie 
Four Seasons hss been aptly cded  '2 temple of luxury 
d.ining" ard is well w . ~ S k  the cost. The venerable EeUe- 
m e  H0ld iccation on the Avenue of the Arts {jSo:xth 
Broad ScLreetj has always ho~sed  kspscaie dining fac2it;ies. 
Tke Ritz-Girlton ewi re  is pnEkg the finishisg touches 
on a restoraticn of the magni2cent Girard Bank Building 
at Broad and Chestnxt Streets and wig featxre two r,ew 
reswxants. (i'nfcrtmately, <?e hotel w21 o0p2 Jxne 29, 
LLCo late for §LA'S visit. j 
Among Philadelphia's many faces is that of a "City 
of Xeighkrhcods." One of the mast popular is the Art 
Museum area, stretching c c r t h ~ e ~ t  of Center Ci$ 
sl iDyy , , Li b-- ,yond tile Paris-inspired acd French-de- 
signed Be~jamin Franklin Parkway. This area offers 
severa! local dining v e x e s ,  within easy reach of the 
bicycle paths of Fairmount Park along the barks of the 
Schuylkill River. Many are iozbination bars and side- 
walk cafes, with reasonabie prices and cozy confices. 
And the Art Museum itseif has a restaurant a ~ d  weil- 
known chef who has upgraded the menu to rix~al that 
of other worthy esablisizxents. 
FinaIIys just a short tri? 5y public transportation or 
cab frox Center City is the Manayznk neighborhood, re- 
plete a t k  a vzriery of exce@onzl res&urar& and cb~bs, 
Atmospheres range from cute md cozy cafes to boiskr- 
ous h a p y  hour bars ta s w i ~ g  daccing clubs 60 casual 
restaurazt dinkg d fresco on the decks. 
Piease be sarre tr: pexse the Convention Xestzxant 
Guide, featming person& recommendations from the 
Philadelphia SEA Chapter. WWit;i so many ;dinkg possibiii- 
ties, we're lookiag forward to your visit, & 

STLA is committed to the advancement of stxdents w%?- Campaign, corporate gacxer, and foundation contribut~s, 
in the special l&raries and h:'ormation commnity. X3.e - I am m a h g  a specid a p e 2  to all mmebers f ~ r  'lhek 'a- 
SLtn Schdarsh$ F a d  s e ~ e s  to suppcrt the association's deCuctibIe &ontribution ts tiie 5L.A Schdarship Fwd. 
schoixs%p program in assisting s%dents to k r t k r  thek To dnemocstrate the impact that yon: ind.iTiidaa! con- 
s%dy k the Freld cf special librarianship. X?e program t,rihtion co:lid have on 5x fund :J;xlacce, I am sfsear- 
consists of awzrds for graduate se~dy lea2.Q to a Master's : heading a special coliection at &e upcsrr,i?.g aannuai; 
degee or Ph.3. for post-M.L,S. s ~ ~ d y .  ih@e the asso- zcnference i@ PhZadeiphia. I am asking that ali confer- 
ciz.tion awzds $30,C00 zr,r:uaXy, the %% Sc3olarship . ence attendees contribute; at xinimnm, their pctket 
Frrnd is underfunded in rda3oz to its poten5ial. 61ange each day ((of course, pager contri5utiom are 
greatiy appreciated, too) . 
With an estimated 8,036 axenaees each contributing 
$5.C0 over &e corrrse of the confexrxe, we would e x p t  
to cdlect $4Cs8N)i)0. If we eextrded this special caqaign 
over a five year period, we couid contrh'Le mcre tPm 
$200,039 to the bottom ?line of the Schciarship Fund, 
t h ~ s  affordeg the ogportxnity to make a sigGkaat h- 
provement tc? the SLA Schoiarsizip program, 
Details of hvw anu w k e  t3e loose c5acge wi3 :Je coi- 
lected during the aznuai confmnce wiE 5e fonnd in your 
confermce registration tetebag. 
if yoc zre not atmding tke annual conference this 
year and yet; wish to pa.rticifsbe, you can make your t2x- 
deductible contri;3ution tc the SLA Si~okxship Fund by 
addressing y c x  coEt&ution t~ the adentioc of Elizabeth 
Biume, director, Fmd devebpaect, at :i?03 Eighteenth 
Street, NW? Washington, DC, USA 26669-2514. 
Consider the assistance %e associa&m kas affczded 
The %A Sdiolarshi~ Fund is a restricted fund in $?at you in your 3wrz grokssional develop~ent, baed  at least 
the principle balance mnst remain i n k ?  and aE w%?- in part upon the generosily of those who came before 
draw& must be :elated 63 the pmpose of the scholarsh$ ycn. Consi&r the investment p:a have made in :3e pro- 
program. The balance in the s::i~dars;lip %nd is cunecCy . fession, as a career acd a way of life. Aad do not fozget 
$450:303. At the present time, we are barely a3le te re- the i ~ c i g  role 5le in?ornatian proRssior piays and .will 
tain Cie axount needed for present scholarships, and - continue to play in the c o ~ i n g  cenPq. 
there has cot been an increase in scholarship awards . Cn a persona! note, I was aa SLA schela.ship recipient 
stnce 1996. back L? the 'gays of the dhcsarrrs." The hnds  : received 
Given :he arrent rates of return on Me i~vestmeat hclped me attend Case WesEezri Resem Zaiversiiy. With- 
(which is conservatively managed) and the commitment sut the scholarship I wodd have been? unS3e to attecd 
to zwardmg each scholarship acnudly, the growth of the C 3 R t ;  and get in on the gcund %or of using compters 
51nd is virtuaI1y at a standstik VJith~;zt ari influx sf in iibr&es. I a n  brever appreciative to these m e ~ b e e  
Fands there is no oppom.nify to increase the number of before me who ccntributed to the Scholarshi;, Fund and 
fir mare infoimation, sc3o~xships nor the amount of the scholarships, made my eduaMcn pcssibie. 
contact In order to haease the number of schoixships by one . Yonr support, at vihatever level, is vita! to tile coctin- 
Richaid iVaiiace, or the amocr~t of tne a n e n t  awzrds by $1 ,000 each, we . xed growth development of the sckoiarship program: 
SU Deasuru need an a d d ~ o n d  prkcipk investmat of approxixately and you czn make a difference. With deepest gati&de, 
(r~~alIare@mtaiqcon!~, $ICO,BG.C. ifln-ie the associatior, depends oz the Annuz'; : Cianii yoc in advance for yaur contSiu',ion. & 
(Actually, it's more than half.) 
ACS Publications 
The most cited journals in Chemistry 
hen you choose journals from the American Chemical Society, w 
you're choosing the highest value and quality for your chemistry 
collections. Repeatedly ranked in the top rated journals for 
total citations and impact factors by the I S P  Journal Citation Reportsm, 
ACS journals deliver the information that your clients demand. 
Whether you require tradiditional print or up-to-the-minute desktop 
delivery via the Interne$ ACS journals can meet your research 
needs and exceed your expectations. Order today. 
'~ased on the ISI" JCRE 1998 Science Ed. Categories in w l d l  ACS jourr,aIs are #l in total citasom 
are: Agrimlture; Chxistry;  Gemist.y, h l y t i c a ;  Chemistry, Applied; Cheslisey, horgaric md 
NzcIear; Chemistry, Medicinal; Chenristry, Organic; Chemistry, Physical; Colaputer Science, h f o  
Systems; Education, Scienfi5c Discii~li~es; Engineering, Environmentai; Env;lror-T-ental Sdences; 
Food 2nd Science Te&.ology; Polymer Science. 
PUBLICATIONS 
h ttp://pubs. ocs. org 

Dioitai ,i L!b;a:ies, internal Databases. and Coovriahts 
Researchers, librarians, and other information profes- 
sionals often develop a great ideas for internal databases 
of articles or digital library initiatives only to be unable to 
bring the project to fruition because of copyright. Librari- 
ans are frequently put in the position of having to deliver 
the bad news that reproducing the materials even for an 
internal web site or database is likely to constitute co~y-  
right infringement. For some reason, many researchers, 
%.cuIty, and others siaply do not recognize that scanniqg 
journal articles into a database constitutes a reproduction 
for internal copying with the Copyright Clearance Center. 
Thus, making the photocopy of the article, if it is covered 
under the CCC license, is permitted. 
What confuses many users is that 6igi'd copying is 
not covered under the bianket CCC photocopy license. 
There is now some limited digital licensing with the CCC, 
but it is not ubiquitous and it is separate from the annual 
photocopy license. 
What is different zbout reproducing an article as a 
photocopy and reproducing it as a scanned image? To li- 
brarians, franklv, not much. As librarians we 
of a copyrighted work and likeiy is infringement when 
the database is to be consulted repeatedly. Nor do they 
consider that digitizing an older work still un6er copy- 
right and making it availabje on a web site may infringe 
the copyright on the work. 
Datszbases-Researchers and other users of copyrighted 
jocrnal articles are interested in having these zticles con- 
thuously available to them. Even if the corporate library 
subscribes to needed journals, in order to access fine article, 
the researcher has to either go to the library or request that 
a copy be debrered to her ofgce by the library staff. When 
the organization in which the researcher works IS in the 
For more ~ f o r r n ~ ~ o n ,  profit-idling sector, according to the Exmo case, royalties 
contact xust be paid on those copies reproduced for resexchers tu 
Laura f a s w q  use in the course of their employment. Many of these re- 
flwa~as~fiq@unceciu; searckers are in organizations that have an a~nu2.l icense 
are concerned about the information con- 
tained in the srticle, and whether copied in 
one form or the other, the sane information is 
delivered to the patron. To pblishers, howev- 
er, the scanned image now creates perfect cop- 
ies, and there is no denigration of quality as 
occurs with photocopies. They view this al- 
most as republishing since anyone who ac- 
cesses this database can then produce a per- 
fect copy for himself. Certainly, a copy is made 
when the work is scanned. Further, when a 
user of the dakbase prints or downloads the 
article, a copy is made. 
Because of the nature of computer technol- 
ogy, however, a copy is also made when one 
even views the work on the computer screen. 
Publishers believe t3at this transient copy is 
one that triggers tiheir exclusive right of repro- 
duction; many others disagree and believe 
that it is the use made of the copy which 
might be infringement as opposed to the mere act of 
copying. T;le World Intellectual Property Organization 
supports the publishers' views, however, and until this 
issue is settled, uncertainty about the nature of this activ- 
ity will remain. 
Dzgtal Libray Prqects-Libraries and researchers are 
also initiating digital library projects. Many well-known 
digital library projects do not encounter copyright prob- 
lems at all since the materials being digitized and made 
available are within the public domain. A good example 
is the Library of Congress' digital library initiative. Wken 
materials are in the public domain. anyone can reproduce 
the works and redistribute them in any format. The li- 
braries that are developing these projects sometimes use 
not only public domain materials, but also copyrighted 
works that are rare or scarce. The library may have the 
information Onthok Maq 2800 49 
e Oirr site, www.rittenhouse.com, provides access t o  our full inventory 
database pkis special sales information, links t o  reiated w e b  sites, and 
ernail. Piace orders 24(7! 
QCLC" and Marciveo can offer seamless automated bjbijographic control 
and support. PrarnptCat" from OCLC and bibliographic records from Mylarrivri 
are all available with n o  added costs frorn Rittenhause. 
e Appr~va!  plan, notification slip and standing order services in addition t o  
standard firm orders. 
Shipping, order processing and ccnsolidation t o  meet customer needs. 
Cornpilmentary BrandonlHill Medical. Nursinq. and reprints 
and monthly update service. 
Annual cost analyren and regular reporting on t h e  heaith sciences industry 
and account status. 
. The Rirtenhouse Oiarterlv Resort features subject iistings of recentiy 
published and forthcoming titles, special of?efers and discounts, and 
seiected title highiights. 
Free shipping on non-rush orders via UPS g r o w i  s e r v h  withirr t h e  
continents! U.S. 
TTENHOU 
didn'bufing infm8tion for Be 21d c e & q  
by reasonabie investigation that. j 1) tl%e 
work is no longer subject to comne:cial 
exphitation, (2 )  a copy cannot be obtained 
at a reasonabie price c: (3 )  the owrmer of 
the copyright in ',iie work provides notice 
that neither of tiiese condiiiocs applies. 
Thas, if Z?e digits: librzy is c:eated from 
works thaz have only twenty yezrs to ran 
on their terms and the ':%my sa5sfks 
these conditions, then including the works 
as a part of the dgitai library project is ex- 
empted. Because the whole purpose of the 
digitkii library is to make the materials 
widely available, o h i n i n g  perxission 
 fro^ the copyrigqt owner of newer works 
may be difficult, When works in a digital 
library project are available on 51e web, 
the copyrig~t owner has fwct~ondly Icst 
the opportuaity to re-issw the work, thus 
destroying the market for the umrk. 
,?emissions-When 2 library wants 'Lo 
create either an internal database of pub- 
lished ar5cies or a digitai Iibrary of copy- 
ri&ted works, jt should begin the process 
of seeking perx~issim K ~ c y  early as it may 
be d i 3 a l t  to locate copflight owners and 
LLO detemde who owns the o p y r i g ~ t  if t;?e 
pblishe: has ceased to exist. For works 
pirbiished since 1978, the Copyright Office's 
registration records may be searched on the 
web io deternine who owms ffie work. If 
the work was p~biished eariier than 1978, 
the registration records exist only in a sin- 
gie copy at the 2.5 Copyright Office. One 
mxst check <le records at the Copyright Of- 
fice by goir,g tc VJasininp~~n to do so, hiring 
a sea.& P i x  :o check :he records, c: ec- 
gaging the office to conduct Cie search. The 
laze: is less e x p A v e  61a.e hEcg  a ?rivate 
firm, but it may be slower. 
If the Ijbrmj stis cannot determine wit3 
cercinty whs ovas the copyr-i@ in &e 
- 
work, then it m.st pe~foxm risk andysis 
and decide wkether includi~g the copyrig?:- 
only copy sf t3e work w one of very few; Act: I added a r,ew subsection to the li- ed work in tke database or digitd lihzry 
therefore, when Lie iP~rzry makes Lie work brary exemp"bons of the Copyrig% Act ts  project is worth assuming the risk of in- 
availabk on the web, the work is given new heip amdiorate the ,roblens for libraries fringement. Corporate libraries incm g e a z r  
life. This does ~ o t  diminate copyright prob- caused by extendi~g 5le copyr&ht term by risk than do tkose in the nonp:c%t sector, 
iems, however. an additional !wen9 years. Un6er the new but all iibraries take a risk when they in- 
When there is a desire to inchde a Sectioc 408(h), during the last CdJenty dude copyrighted works in Caabases of 
copyrighted work in a digital library years of a copyrighted work's term, a 14- digitized articles or in digitd library icitia- 
project, permission mcst be s c u g h t m d  brary or nonprofit eckcational iir?stit'~~tior; 'Lves without ~e:miasion of tke copyright 
roydries paid, with cne exception. The may reproduce the work in either facsiriiIe holder. 
Sonny Bono Copyight Terx Extensior, or digital format if the library determines IFiih. E. 105-298 (1998). 623 
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?&37 22-24, 20GO 
Washington, DC, USA 
Are 
m a t  
you a savvy 
ion ~rofessional? 
Of course you are. You know 
2nd request document number 509. I 
Questiom? 
Please cail 1-202-23444700, ext. 675, 
or send e-mail to sia@sia.org. 
Iw Octabar 2Q80 to discuss issues that 
have global implications and help shape the 
future oftthe information industrv 
Gost: The conference price will be U S  $495 
and includes al! programs and selected meats 
and functions. 
1 For more hformation send e-mail m 
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The system designed to get the right information in the 
right format to the right people at the right time. 
Different ... because it gives yoi; a superior way to 
keep the entire enterprise infcrmed and advancing. 
LEXIS"-&EXIS" Universe Smart Tools provides the 
information professional belter tools to search, retrieve, 
and disrribute critical information to every indiv~duai 
within your organization. With LEXIS-NEXIS Universe 
Sma.rt Tools, you have the ability to post documents, 
publish search results, and .piace URLs (linked to key 
research) on your. Intranet. The information is tnen 
easily retrievable by every employee ir! the company. 
Know the ditference, today. 
For more information on LEXIS-NEXIS Smart Tools, 
call 800.227.4908, or visit 3 ~ r  Web site 
a: www,i~.lexis-nexis.com, 

